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Governor McDonald and Will Choose Between Roose "Cuts" Chapel at Old Eli to Former Will Not Destroy Four Men Taken From Rig- Abdication of Manchu
Dy Third International Meet of
Board in Extraordinary
velt and LaFoIette Says
Extinguish Flames in South
Monopoly of Latter in
Is
ging of Illfated Steamer
Airmen in Progress at
Practically
nasty
Gifford Pinchot
Middle Hall
Meeting
Asiatic Trade
at Day Break
Los Angeles
Accomplished
LICENSES

GAME

NOW READY

PRESIDENT

W. B. Freeman Has Resigned Woodrow Wilson Plans Westfrom Hydrographic Service
ern Tour Late in Month of
of U. S. Survey.
February.
The situation at the Capitol is in
siatus quo today. Governor McDonald declares he had not asked for
the resignation of Traveling Auditor
John Joerns; Traveling Auditor John
Joerns admits that the invitation to
resign had reached him only in a
round-abou-

and unofficial way;

t

Gov-

ernor McDonald is disposed to permit.
Mr. Joerns to retain the office for thirty days and possibly longer, and the
report is general, that before the legislature meets, Howell Ernest of
Clayton, Union county, will be traveling auditor, although Mr. Ernest
will not confirm this, and Governor
McDonald says he will announce
appointment as soon as made but
not before, evidently acting on the
?,dage that "There's many a slip, twlxt
the cup and the lip."
This afternoon, the board of penitentiary commissioners met in extraordinary session at the penitentiary. With Governor McDonald, it
made an inspection of the institution
and current report again has it that
a request for Warden Cleofes Ro- rrero's resignation will be the sequel
before the shades of eve have fallen
over the picturesque old Capital. The
only other board resignation thus far
received is from the conservation
commission, that of Attorney John
Morrow of Raton, but the vacancy has
net yet been filled. Other officials at
the Capitol, at the same time, know
how Damocles felt when the snickersnee suspended by a silken thread
was hanging over his neck.
Suit in District Court.
A suit praying judgment
against
of
Rafael 'Chaves for the possession
certain property located in precinct
to the
4, and
18, ward
damages
amount of $110 was filed yesterday in
the district court by August Reingardt. The property in question Is
located on Hillside avenue.
Homestead Entries. '
The following homestead entries
were recorded in the local land office
yesterday: S. L. Baker, Estancia
Millard F. Baker, Estancia; AmadeQ
5. 'iran, Colmorr Santiago Ulibarri,
Thomas P. Butler,
Levy;
Thomas Sibley, Tres Piedras; Luis
Montano, Ribera; Frank Martin, Ray

ton.

Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sum of money was
received in the office of the state
treasurer 0. N. Marron, yesterday:
Thomas P. Gable, game and fish war
den, on account of game protection
fund, $4.50.
Mr. Freeman Resigns.
W. B. Freeman, who is well known
in Santa Fe and throughout the Southwest, has resigned his .post as director of the water resources branch of
the V. S. Geological Survey of WyomUtah end
ing, Colorado, Nebraska,
New Mexico. He is succeeded by Robert Follansbee.
Mr. Freeman has opened an office
in Denver where he will continue
work as a hydraulic and consulting

engineer.
A native of Bozeman, Montana, Mr.
Freeman was graduated trom Cornell
in 1905. For the past five years he
had charge of the work of collecting
records of the flow of streams to determine how much water is available
for power and irrigation. His work
took him all over the southwest and
he has been prominently
identified
with several large Irrigation projects
In this state. At present he is in- the
.city representing the Costilla Land
and Irrigation- Company.

i

Game Licenses.

The game licenses for 1912 are now
ready and can be procured at the

office of Thomas P. Gable, game and
fish warden, at the Capitol; or at
Fischer's drug store. Although there
is no closed season for ducks, a
to shoot them is necessary. Besides ducks, the season is open for
plover, snipe and curlew at present.
Resume By Territorial Engineer,
Territorial Engineer has completed
a resume of work on reclamation projects and on good roads in New Mexico for tomorrow's edition of the Ala
buquerque Journal, which makes
very creditable showing for his de-

partment.

Hill Appointed Messenger.
Captain A. P. Hill of Santa Fe was
today appointed messenger in the ofo
fice of Secretary of State Antonio
to succeed Juan J. Ortiz recently
chosen messenger by the Corporation Commission.
Returned Stolen Horses.
Mounted Policeman J. A. Beall arrived in Santa Fe this afternoon Irom
Peraing,' Luna county. He reports
capturing twelve horses along the
Mexican border that had been stolen
and returning them to their owners.
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Church

Hadley Had Concluded
His Prayer.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New Haven, Conn., Jan. 20. President Taft "cut" chapel at Yale this
morning to go to a fire.
That fire was in Old South Middle
Kail, on the College campus, and did
little damage.
The President rose early and dressed and left his hotel to go to college
chapel, only a block away. He was
passing by Phelp's gateway, which is
hfclf way along College street to;Bat-tel- l
chapel, when he saw the heavy
smoke beating down into the college
ccmpus.
With all the ardor of his college
days, the President Joined tne rusn
of undergraduates who were stream
ing pell mell toward the burning dormitory. He mingled with the crowd
ot students standing in a back row
and for twenty minutes watched the
firemen at work until he saw the red
helmets of the fire fighters poking out
of the upper windows. He then walk
ed to chapel, arriving there as Presi
dent Hadley had concluded his prayer.
Expedition to Peru.
New Haven, Conn., Jan. 20. The
program of the stay of President Taft
included attendance
at. Yale today
at the meeting of the Yale corpora
tion, of which he is a member, and
luncheon with President Hadley
of
date.
The letter, however, does not state the University. At the corporation
whether Roosevelt or LaFollette eith meeting was submitted a report of the
the plan, ' or Yale expedition to Peru. Taft left
er have sanctioned
whether a willingness has been ex- here at 3:55 p. m. for New York.
pressed by Roosevelt to run, should
be be favored for the nomination.
NEGOTIATIONS TO END
Barkis is Willing.
HARRIMAN RAILROAD STRIKE.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 20 Sena
tor Albert B. Cummins of Iowa, Pro- Men Are Willing to Arbitrate, but
gressive Republican, today announced
Companies Refuse to Recoghis candidacy for the Republican
nize Organizations.
statea
presidential nomination, in
ment in which he says if the Repub- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexrcan)
licans of Iowa believe him a fit man
Ogden, Utah, Jan. 20. For nearly
to urge before the Chicago conven- a week
negotiations have been under
decision.
he
will
their
tion
accept
way between local business associa
The Cummins Statement.
tions, railroad officials and strikers
'Senator Cummins statement fol- with a view to putting en end to the
lows: "So much has been published Harriman railroad strike, or in some
in the newspapers, so much written way relieving the situation-- - So far as
and said to me, concerning the Pres can be learned, nothing definite has
idential matter that I feel it to be been attained or any agreement
my duty to make to the Republicans reached, but it is understood that the
cf Iowa a plain statement on the sub- strikers are
willing to arbitrate, al
ject.
so far have held
railroads
the
though
"Immediately on my return from
to th'eir first stand in not
steadfastly
the last session of Congress, I gave
the strrke organization.
out through the press my opinion recognizing
Rumors of Meeting in East.
with respect to the presidency. That
Persistent rumors to the effect that
opinion (remains unaltered.
"The situation however, has mate- a meeting will oe held in the East,
rially changed, and it now seems prob- probably in Chicago, within the next
able that more than two candidates few days, to settle the strike, are cur
for nomination will be seriously con- rent, though they cannot be verified
sidered by the national convention.
as the general strike situation is en"Under these conditions, if the Re- tirely out of the hands of the local
publicans of Iowa believe I am a fit railroad officials.
man to be presented to the national
So far as the rauroads are concern
convention as a candidate for the ed, the strike situation is as it has
and desire been from the first, in the hands of
presidential nomination
to present me, I will appreciate and Julius Kruttschnitt of the Harriman
accept their confidence as a most system.
gratifying evidence of their continued
faith in my purpose to serve, as best DYNAMITERS AMONG TEXTILE
I can, the general welfare of the peoWORKERS ARE ARRESTED.
ple.
(Signed) "ALBERT B. CUMMIN'S."
Into Lawrence
Explosive Imported
LaFollette Plans Western Trip.
Mill District From Pennsylvania
RobChicago, 111., Jan. 20 Senator
is the Charge.
ert M. LaFollette will take his presidential candidacy, west, possibly as (By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
far as the coast on a trip that will
Lawrence, Mass., Jan. 20. The first
start early in March. Plans for the arrests growing
out of the investigatrip are now being perfected in the tion of possible dynamiting in conLaFollette headquarters here. "It is nection with the textile strike in this
more than likely that the Senator
city was made today when six "Sysaid rians and a
will touch the Pacific coast,"
negro were taken Into
Robert M. Buck, secretary of the La- custody in a house where several
even
Follette committee today. "But
sticks of dynamite with caps, fuses
if he should fail to go that far, it is and wire were found. Those
under
,
certain he will be heard in the Dako-tas- arrest are Sarris Marad, a
tailor, in
Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska and Ok- whose room the dynamite was found
lahoma."
and a strike leader,
Assaf,
The Senator is said especially to Tridad Boehon, colored;Joseph
David Rosh-ed- ,
unbe anxious to get his campaign
David Bisbara of Fishkill, N. Y.;
der way in Kansas, which state 'he re Miss Zelfla Rashell and Miss Mary
gards as hugely favorable to nis Swizy. The authorities learned that
candidacy.
djnamite had been brought into the
Situation Complicates.
city last night from Pennsylvania
Washington, D. C, Jan. 20. The and search today located it in a closentrance of Mr. Cummins into the et in Marad's house.
presidential fight materially complicates the Republican situation. PresTO IGNITE
ident Taft is now openly opposed for WANTED BOMBS
BY ELECTRICITY.
the nomination by Senators LaFollette of Wisconsin, and Cummins,
B.
both Progressives, while still other James B. McNamara Asked J.
of
How
to
Seattle,
Waggoner
Progressives are urging the nominaDo the Trick.
tion of Colonel Roosevelt.
The announcement by Senator
tieased Wire to Nef Mexican)
had been expected for several (By Special
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 20. J.' B.
In
connection
days.
Coming today
with the report from Denver that Gif- Waggoner, formerly an electrician at
ford Pinchot was taking the initiative Seattle, Washington, reported to the
officials today as a witin a movement for a conference
of government
ness in the investigation of the alleged
on
to
decide
Republicans
Progressive
J. B. McNa-marone candidate to oppose President dynamite conspiracy.
is alleged to have asked Waga
Taft, it started riot of political spec- goner how' bombs
might be ignited
ulation which eclipsed, the ordinary
by an electric spark from a battery
activities of the government.
instead of by fulminating caps. No
"
Men Not Measures.
session of "the Inquiry was held toAt the Progressive Republican cam- day, the Jury having adjourned to
:,
paign headquarters, the declaration Monday.
was made today by W. L. Houser, In Los Angeles Dynamite
Investigation.
charge that the fight for LaFollette Los Angeles, Jan. 20. After a short
would continue as if there were no session, the county grand jury adother Progressive candidates on the journed today until Monday, when
horizon; that it was "Mr, LaFollette, Robert Bain, a Juror In the McNamara
trial and George Lockwood, a venireContinued on Pago Faux.
man, will be called to testify.
Cum-rr.in-
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as Dili rassed to Permit Son of Captain V. R. Philbrook of the Dr. Sun Yat Sen Reported to Be Five Mile
'Handicap, and Ten
Nicaraguan President to
Harry Prescott in a Serious
Willing to Resign in Favor
Mile Free For All Race
Enter West PointCondition.
of Kai.
in the Atmosphere.

(By Special Leased Wtre to New Mexican!
Denver, Colo., Jan. 20. The Republican here today says a concerted
plan is on foot to call a national meetto
ing of Progressive Republicans
decide upon a choice between Roosevelt and LaFollette as candidate for
the nomination to head the Republican national ticket, and to receive the
support of Progressive Republican
delegates at the coming national convention.
Pinchot Leads Movement.
According to the Republican, J. S.
Temple, a leading Progressive Republican of Denver, is in receipt of a
letter from Gifford Pinchot at Washington, saying that a working agreement has been made between supRoosevelt and LaFollette,
porters'
with the idea of concentrating Progressive strength in the Republican
national convention to bring about
the. defeat of Taft for renomination.
The Lady or the Tiger?
The plan, as set forth, is for a
meeting of Progressive delegates to
the national convention to be held
several days before the convention to
determine which of the two, Roosevelt or LaFollette will have the
stronger support and to place that one
in nomination for presidential candi-

s

a

'

Coal Discovery Seven claims
been'filed upon In the Valverde
east of the Rio Grande near San
Socorro cjunty, following
tb.3 discovery of several veins of
coal, only seven feet from the

in

EARLY

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

(By Special leased Wire to Now Mexican)
Norfolk. Va.. Jan. 20. After clintr- for more tnan thirty hours to the
jing
Not in session. .Meets 2 p. m. V masts and riggings of their sunken
Monday.
V vessel the four remaining members
I.oriroer Senatorial
election X of the crew of the three masted
V inquiry in recess until Mou- schooner Harry Prescott were rescued
day.
tcday by the revenue cutter Itasca
V
which proceeded to Wilmington, X. C.
House.
Met at noon.
Suffering From Cold.
X
Commissioner of Navigation
Norfolk, Va., Jan. 20. The
four
Chamberlain
told the
Intermen were nearly exhausted.
After
state Commerce Commission
resting for a while on the jib boom
committee that the Panama
of their vessel late yesterday, thev
canal would not affect the Suez Vwere compelled at nightfall to take
canal monopoly of Asiatic eom- to the ringing again and theVe lashed
merce.
themselves for a night that proved to
Geenral
Wicker- Attorney
be one of great suffering in the face
sham in conference with Rules
of a severe northwest wind that
X Committee
said government
the temperature below freezing.
would proceed against the In- It was 9 o'clock Thursday night,
ternational Harvester Comthat the Prescott, bound for WilmingX pany.
with a cargo of salt, struck
ton, N.
Senate bill allowing Nicar- wnen
uii iiie inner uiainunu nnoais
V aguan President's son to enter
her master mistook the Ilatteras light
X West Point
passed by the
for the Diamond Shoals lightship.
X House.
Battle for Life.
It was a battle for life from the
Will Prosecute Harvester Trust.
start for the seven members of the
Washington, D. C, Jan. 20. Attor- schooner's crew. Her cabins soon
as- filled and the men were without food
ney General Wickersham today
sured the House committee on rules and drink from midnight Thursday
that the government wculd take ac- until their rescue, save for what li
tion against the International Harthey were able to secure about
vester Company, congressional inves- their persons when it was found that
tigation of which is under considera- the ship was doomed. Captain V. R.
tion by the committee.
Philbrook, master of the Harry Pres-t'otis in a serious condition as the
Trusts.
Trusts, Trusts,
of severe suffering encountered
Washington, D. C, Jan. 20. The as- result
surance was given during a confer- when he, with Mate T. S. Smith and
ence between Mr. Wickersham, Secre- Steward G. O. Robbin cast themselves
the seas from the masts of the
tary of Commerce and Labor Nagel, into
and members of the Rules Committee Prescott in order that they might be
that the committee would probably rescued by life savers. They are becared for at the Ilatteras station.
delay any recommendation as to the ing
Rescued at Day BreaK.
proposed inquiry, pending Department
The Itasca arrived off Ilatteras at
of Justice action.
The Harvester case has been be- (i o'clock last night but it was found
fore the department since 1906. Mem- impossible to reach the shipwrecked
bers of the committee said that the mariners until daybreak when volunattorney general declared that the teers from the Itasca, assisted by life
government intended to carry out the savers, reached the imperilled memadministration's policy to dissolve bers of the Prescott's crew.
illegal combinations, tvuu that fl was
not disclosed whether the govern- PRIZEFIGHTER SPRAINS
ment would permit a friendly suit
TENDONS OF HIS NECK.
with a view to a dissolution of the
combination or would proceed with a Freddie Welsh of Wales Must Cancel
direct suit charging violations of the
Twenty Round Bout 'With BobSherman anti-trulaw.
bie Waugh of Texas.
Shipping Trust.
As to a shipping trust inquiry, both (By Special Leased Wire fr New
Los Angeles. Calif., Jan. 20. Fredcabinet officers, it was reported,
Bobbie
die Welsh of Wales,
some
decisive step should
agreed that
are
of
Fort
Worth,
Texas,
Waugh
be taken. Committee action on this
at
scheduled to box twenty rounds
question may hinge on the pending Vernon
arena this afternoon at 133
fedeftil suit against the Hamburg-Americapounds. Welsh is a heavy favorite in
Steamship line.
the betting, Waugh being largely an
Money Trust.
unknown quantity.
Hearings on the "money trust" resStrained His Neck.
olution of inquiry will be held next
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 20. Fredweek.
die Welsh, the English
lightweight,
Action on Stephenson Deferred.
who was scheduled to fight Bobbie
Washington, D. C, Jan. 20. The
Waugh twenty rounds at Vernon toHeyburn
report to the
was taken t.6 a hospital at Venice
Senate Committee on privileges and day,
tliis morning. It was stated that he
Senator Ste- had strained the tendons of his necK
elections, exonerating
uhenson of Wisconsin, of charges
and back so severely last night that
growing out of this election was cou- - be could not
keep his ring engagesidered today by the full committee,
ment.
but final action, however, was deferWelsh a Koodoo.
red for two weeks.
Los Angeles, Calif., Jan. 20. Welsh
was to have been the opponent of Ad.
Wolgast in the "Thanksgiving chamDN
pionship" whicn was called off when
Wolgast was striken with appendicitis the day before the fight date.
Waugh was matched to fight Welsh
when he defeated Jimmy Giblin several weeks ago. Waugh came from Fort
Worth and is new to the ring game.
Fight to Get Plank Into Welsh, it was said, later, caught a
cold in his back which settled in his
National Platforms of
muscles and disabled him.
Each Party .
May Not Be Able to Fight Again.
Verona, Calif., Jan. 20. Physicians
called to attend Freddie Welsh at a
hospital here declared the fighter was
BE
ISSUE
suffering from muscular contraction.
Welsh's neck is stiff, almost rigid and
doctors said it was a question
Stubbs, Hanley, Bryan and the
whether he ever would be able to
Hobson Will Force It at
light again.
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(Ey Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, Jan. 20. According to a
cable dispatch, the abdication of the
.Manchu dynasty is an accomplished
feat and the delay in issuing Ihe edict
already drawn up, is solely to prevent
an uprising by the reactionary wing
of the royal family, headed by Prince
Kung. It is also declared that Tien
Tsin will be the temporary capital of
China while a new government is being formed.
President Ready to Resign.
San Francisco. Calif., Jan. 20 Dr.
Sun Yat Sen announced
yesterday
that he was willing to withdraw from
the presidency of the Republic in favor of Yuan Shi Kai, according to a
cablegram received by the Chung Sai
Yat Po, a Chinese daily newspaier
here today. The ca.lgram, dated Hong
Kong, said President Sen would step
aside immediately after the abdica-tion of the throne.
Report Authentic.
San Francisco,
Calif., Jan. 20.
Prominent Chinese here, for the most
part, strong supporters of i)r. Sun,
don't doubt the nithenticacy of the
liong Kong report, as they declare
the Republican leader has in the past
announced his willingness to yield lus
claims to the presidency, if it should
be found expedient.
Pirates Plunder Foreign Mails.
Another cablegram, received by the
same paper, told of the plundering of
a large steamer, enroute from Canton
to the town of Chen Sha, by
pirates.
Many registered packages of foreign
mail were said to have been taken.
Manchu Cause Hopeless.
Nanking, Jan. 20. The foremost of
the Republicans here declared today
their belief that the Manchus and the
vounger imperial princes are determined to bring China to ruin and dismemberment as a final despairing act
Few persons now refuse to recognize
the hopelessness of the Manchu struggle. Yuan Shi Kai Is practically held
a prisoner in Peking and poses as a
in order, to
champion of the Manch-isave his own life. He still urges a
monarchy, according to the advices received here, though Tang Shao Yi, his
closest friend and intimate, asserts
that. Yuan really favors
a republic.
President Sun and the members of the
cabinet, are firmly convinced that recognition of the republic by the powers will come quickly.
Republic Appeals to Associated Press.
They asked today that they be allowed to express through the Associated Press, the hope that the United
States will sustain its original broad
policy and be the first to stretch a
friendly hand to preserve China's inFamine in China.
New York, Jan. 20. "Two million,
five hundred thousand famine people.
Relief urgently needed.
Must rely
upon America, owing to revolution.
Committee appeals to America for at
least one million gold."
That is tne text of a cablegram
from Shanghai received today by the
Presbyterian board of foreign missions.
FATHER RICHARD Dl PALMA
DEAD AT TRINIDAD.
He Was a Pioneer Jesuit in Various
Portions of the Southwest

and Colorado.
(By Special Leased Wn-- to New Mexican)
Jan. 20. Father
Colo.,
Trinidad,
Richard di Palma, widely knosvn Jesuit priest, who established the first
Catholic church at EI Paso, Texas, in
1S83, and had been 'n the service of
the church in New Mexico and elsewhere in the Southwest since 1870,
died at the local hospital here today.
He was stationed for a number of
years at Albuquerque and later at
Conejos, Colorado.
In recent years he spent much time
in neighboring coal camps.
When
mine disasters occurred in this secConventions
tion in time past, Father di Palma
ICE GORGE IN OHIO
was always one of the first to reach
AT LOUISVILLE, BREAKS. the mines. He was 61 years of age
(By Special Leased Win- to New Mexican)
and a native of Italy.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 2o. For the first
time since 18S4, temperance advocates Banks Are Swept and Barges and
Other Floating Property Crushed
will invade the Republican and DemoUNITED MINE WORKERS
by the Big Flood.
cratic conventions this year and ask
IN FACTIONAL SQUABBLE.
Leased
Wire
to
New
Mexican)
that each party include a prohibition (By Special
Tan.
20.
Under
Louisville,
Ky.,
plank in its platform. Governor W. R.
Three Men Expelled at Pittsburg
Stubbs of Kansas, and J. rrank Han- pressure from the upper Ohio and its
Upon Being Reinstated
the ice gorge here broke
ley, former governor of Indiana, are tributaries,
By Convention.
bAan
to move down the
and
today
the Republicans named, anu William
and
the
banks
stream,
sweeping
(By Special Leased Wire to Ne7 Mexican)
Jennings Bryan and Congressman
Indianapolis, ind., Jan. 20. ControRichmond Pearson Hobson and the crushing coal barges and floating
The river has been rising versy between the Gibbons and the
property.
Democrats.
at the rate of a foot an hour and ai Feehan factions of the Pittsburg disthe Kentucky tributaries of the Ohio trict, occupied the United Mine WorkBULLETIN OF RACES AT
ers convention nearly all day. Francis
JUAREZ THIS AFTERNOON. are swelling the flood.
Feehan, president of the district, protested the seats of Robert Gibbons,
(By Special Leased Wire t New Mexican) MAX KRAHNKE KILLED UNDER
TEN FEET OF SNOW. Abe Keppart and James Sabin, on
20. Weather
Juarez, Mex., Jan.
the ground that they have been exclear, track fast. First race, five furlongs. Phil Connor 113, Molesworth (By Special leased Wire to New Mexican) pelled from the union and had not
Belot, Wis., Jan. 20. With the body been reinstated. Gibbons and his as4 to 1, first.
Parnell Girl, 111, Rosen
4 to 1, second.
Hazel C 94, Carter 15 of Max Krahnke, which Just arrived sociates sought to have the convento 1, third. Time 1:00. Aalsa Page, here for burial today from Kemmerer, tion restore them to full rights and
Hugh Gray, Big Sandy, John R. Clay, Wyo., came the news that he was kill- recognize them as delegates.
IJllle Leyva, Eolyn, Ben Wilson, Big ed by a snowslide In a canyon. His
It was not expected a vote would
Claim, Harvest Fly, Doll Boy, Wings body was found under ten feet of be reached until the close of the
of the Morning ran.
snow.
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(By SpeeinI Leased Wire to New Mexican)
I.os Angeles, Calif., Jan. 20. The
j third international aviation
meet to
be held in I.os Angeles began today
and will continue nine days. Forty- nine aviators are here to take part.
The meet began with a parade in
which the evolution of transportation
and locomotion methods for a century
was shown. The program from the
first day comprised sixteen events, including a "man hunt" in aeroplanes,
hunting pigeons in the air and a sham
battle. The coining events include
a
handicap, a
and a race between
aviators
representing different nations. In addition there is an altitude contest between Phil. O. Parmalee and Lincoln
Beachey, the latter holder of the
American altitude record.
Aviator Arrested for Speeding.
The distinction of being the first
ever arre.ted for speeding his
aeroplane was heaped up Farnum T.
Fish while on his way from this city
to the aviatio". field.
Fish had- - an engagement to fly
early, airii" was rushing his machine
aiong in tow of a powerful automobile
when he was halted by a motorcycle
policeman. Tne officers charged that
Fish was making forty miles an hour
and ordered him into court on Monday.
Height Record Broken.
Paris, Jan. 20. The height record
for an aeroplane carrying three persons was broken today at Senlis, Department of the Oise, by the aviator,
John Verrept, who carrying passengers in his monoplane, attained an al-

j

j

titude

free-for-a-

ten-mil- e

of 1,075

metres,

(3,520

feet).

DEMOCRATS CANNOT HOLD
DIRECT PRIMARY.
Board of Election Commissioners
St. Louis Refuses to Take

at

Jurisdiction.
(By Special Leased Wir to New Mexican)
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 20. No official
primary to elect delegates io the Democratic state convention at - Joplin,
February 20, which will determine
whether former Governor Joseph W.
Folk or Speaker Champ Clark shall
have the Missouri endorsement for
President, can be held in St. Louis
under a ruling of the board of election commissioners today.
Board Denies Request.
The board denied the request of the
city committee for the use of the ballot boxes and duplicate copies of the
poll and primary election books. The
to furnish
board, however, agreed
printed lists of the voters registered
for a recent bond election and old
ballot boxes, but refused to assume
jurisdiction over the primary.
Without the boardjs jurisdiction,
there will be no way to punish fraud
or determine who is entitled to vote.
Herman F. Fay, Democratic city committee chairman, said the committee
hitd decided that the political supporter of Folk, Clark, Harmon, Wilson and other candidates will be permitted to file delegations.
THAT IS THE JOKE OF
THE DIRECT PRIMARY.

Just as for Pennsylvania

Candidate
Who Had to Be Bought Off, Many
May Vote for Joker.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 20. Lexington,
Neb., presented a candidate for Presidential honors today when the Secretary of State received a petition requesting that the name Ci. Robert G.
Ross of that town, be placed on the
Democratic presidential primary ballot.
Ross' petition was signed by himself and twenty-fivother residents of
L(xingt.!n.
It was made out on a blank provided for candidates to the state legislature and was accompanied by the following letter: " To the Secretary:
"Dear Sir: File this Democratic
I will send the
filing immediately.
Republican and Prohibition and Socialist later on. Get them others filed'
if you can. I ani entitled to first filing. Nock Roosevelt's filing out, the
lau dont say to iiie in 1911 but speaks
ot 1912.
"ROBERT G. ROSS."
(Signed)
e

BENJAMIN F. BUSH HAS
FAR REACHING

PLANS.

They Should Include Standard Gauging D. & R. G. From Antonito
to Santa Fe.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Salt Lake City, Utah, Jan. 20. Benjamin F. Bush, new president of the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad, outlined today the first steps to be taken toward the rehabilitation of that
road. Foremost he places the elimination of the grades over Soldiers'.
Summit, Utah. He added that there
would be an increase in shop facilities of the road and an Immediate increase In motive power.
-
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " fioods.

the

Always the Leader

c ERIC
Santa Fe. Telephone

Southern Corner Plaza,
CASH

ALL

WITH

WE

PURCHASES.

TICKETS

RETAIL

AND

WHOLESALE

No. 40.

REGISTER

GIVE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

kinds of flowers, garden

AH

&

FOOD.

STOCK

Tf
LCU

Ul r?rfcCU

I

45

DIAPEPSIN
FOR BAD STOMACHS.

I
I

Indigestion, Sourness, Gas, Heartburn
or Dyspepsia Relieved in Five
Minutes.
stomTake your sour,
ach or maybe you call it Indigestion.
Dyspepsia, Gastritis or Catarrh of
stomach; it doesn't matter take your
stomach trouble right with you to
j cur Pharmacist and ask him to open
a
ease of Pape's Diapepsin
Trian-guland let you eat one
and see if within five minutes
there is left any trace of your former
misery.
The correct name for the trouble
is Food Fermentation food souring;
the Digestive organs become weak,
there is lack of gastric juice; your
food is only half digested, and
you
become affected with loss of appetite,
pressure and fullness after eating,
vomiting, nausea, heartburn, griping
in bowels, tenderness in the pit of
stomach, bad taste in mouth, constipation, pain in limbs, sleeplessness,
sick
belcbing of gas, biliousness,
ot
headache, nervousness, dizziness
many other similar symptoms.
If your appetite is fickle and nothing
tempts you, or you belch gas, or it
you feel bloated after eating, or your
food lies like a lump of lead on your
stomach, you can make up your mind
that at the bottom of all this there is
but one cause fermentation of undigested food.
Prove to yourself in five minutes
that your stomach is as good as any
and there is nothing really wrong.
Stop this fermentation and begin eat
ing what you want without fear of
discomfort or misery.
e

became lost on the,, road anJ lay out
all a ght in the bitter cold, he walked
but wierfreezing,
morning
lii'u' come and he had retun'e-to Clovis he learned that both of his ffct
v ere frozen very badly.
from

Refused to Return to New Mexico.
Agnes Lapraik has filed suit for
divorce from James Lapraik at
alleging desertion and non- support. In her petition, Mrs. La
praik asserts that she married James
Lapraik in Toronto, Canada, December 8, 1SS8, and that they have three
children two of whom are minors. She
asserts that she and her husband
bought a home in this city but that
he left her ami wpnt tn Peterhoroue'h.
Ontario, Canada, February 3, 191jl,
ard has refused to return to her.

llCKll

!

San Juan County Wants Better Train
Service.
The business men, shippers, and in
fact, every resident of San Juan county, New Mexico, are up in arms over
the recent action of the new management of the Denver & Rio Grande iu
discontinuing the daily train service
between Farmington, N. M., and
and installing instead a triweekly service. Appeals to the railroad officials have so far been futile
and now the government is being appealed to on account of, the mail service and is asked to establish daily
auto service from Gallup to Farming- ton.
Dur-ang-

Important Work for Dr. Gray.
Dr. E. McQueen Gray,

s

SPECIAL
SALE
at
SANTA FE TRAIL CURIOCO.
WATCH FOR BIG AD

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

THE STATE

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
nwr

me
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL

iwn uii

i.

iic

ui

J

Escaped Convict Located.
Juan Salcido, who escaped from the
Carlsbad jail, has been arrested in
auic
iiau u. vui iu wu.
TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND 15 Mexico, opposite Valentine, Texas.

rc

ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF

Water Supply Frozen.
Raton has been without a water
LEARN ARD-L- I N DEM AN N COMPANY
supply and for two hours not an elec
are ordering in car-loa- d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your tric light burned because of the freez
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
ing of the water supply.
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico

and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

LEARNARD &
LINDEMANN CO.

Established 1900
New Mexico

"

Albuqurque,
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."
333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union DepotJ

PHONE, RED 100.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

a

TO

and ,nconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Orders. Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

MfiflPV
Save ITIUHVJ
Payable
Throughout

U. S.;

and all Foreign
Countries

Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

jt

j

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

THE.STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
,

have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
THE STARfcARN. My endeavor will be to give the
best service to the public and will keep the business
s
line
open at all times day and night, with
of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
I

first-clas-

I Will

appreciate your patronage and influence.
.

I JO

Yours in Business

Santa Fe.N.M.

San Francisco St.

A:.

Ven-abl-

Charged With Stealing Harness.
Charles Brito, who was working in
George Morrison's restaurant at Es- with
tancia, was arrested charged
stealing a harness. His home is b?
tween Manzano and Torreon.
Jewelry Store Robbed.
The show window of William Kieke,
Albuquerque, was smashed night before last and a woman's watch fob
and a ring stolen from it.
Robbed in Rear of Saloon.
an aged man, accused
William Morley and Samuel and William Johnson, of robbing him of $7.50
in the rear of an Albuquerque saloon.
The accused men have been arrested.
B. Clifford,

MOTHERS
Preserve Babys Skin
fitted

??'iS

j

underfarming,
following intensive
took the cultivation of 320 acres of
land, and some of the Japanese even
wanted more. The result was poor
farming and unsatisfactory results.
The Japanese have moved to Glen-dalAriz. They were faTming at
Maxwell on land leased from the
company. Their places will be taken
at once by American farmers.
Is Mortgage Prior Lien to Freight
Charges?
Has a mortgage lien prior right
over railroad freight charges?
The
case of J. W. Thatcher et al al vs. the
Easfern Railway Company of New
Mexico replevin for a well
drillers
machine, has just been filed in the
district court at Roswell. Thatcher
asserts that he holds a mortgage filed
in Oklahoma against the well drilling
outfit, and which he says he can prove
was shipped against his knowledge.
The machine was billed and shipped
to Elida by Hnry. Hudson and Jack
Hughes of Oklahoma in an immigrant
car, and being billed as household
goods was given the low immigrant
car rate of $100 which they paid in
advance.
When the car
reached
Elida the railroad inspect
got wise
to the deception of class and raised
the rate to $100 which the well drillers refused to pay. The railroad company is now holding the machine for
Thatcher sued for possescharges.
sion, Claiming Us filed mortgage has
prior right over the company's claim
for freight charges. This is the first-casof this kind ever tried in New
Mexico and is creating considerable
interest among the legal fraternity.
e

CUTICURA
Soap and Ointment
A lifetime of disfigurement and

WE ARE PROUD OF OUR STORE, BECAUSE IT IS A SUC
CESSFUL HARDWARE STORE.
YOU DO NOT "FORK OVER" YOUR MONEY TO US FOR FOOR
GOODS, BUT PAY US ONLY A REASONABLE PRICE FOR THE
BEST HARDWARE MADE.
WHEN YOU WANT HARDWARE REMEMBER WE'VE GOT IT

suffering often results from the
neglect, in infancy or childhood,
of simple skin affections. In the
prevention and treatment of minor
eruptions and in the promotion of
permanent skin and hair health,
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are absolutely unrivaled'.

Phone 14.

placed in the field. The new board
will organize February 1st.
Auto for Reclamation Service.
The Reclamation Service has furnished the local management of the
Carlsbad Project with a new thirty
horse power Buick auto. The new machine has just arrived and been given
a trial run through the project. The
distance from the upper reservoir, at
McMillan to the lower end of the proj
ect is about forty miles, and it has
taken much horse flesh to cover the
field. The machine will save time
and add much to the efficiency of the
service. Motor cycles were tried some
years back but did not prove satisfactory for the work.
Picking Cotton.
The banana belt weather prevailing
in the Carlsbad project for some time,
has given the cotton grower a chance
to push the picking. A considerable
number of farmers finished picking
last week, and the rest expect to clean
up this week. The gins have been
crowded with work for some time.
Planting Trees.
Tree planting is progressing.
Several ten and twenty-crpeach orchards have been set out the last week
or two. On the whole more trees,
including shade trees will be set out
this winter and spring than for two
years or more.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

SIGN
PAINTING

J. R. CREATH.
Phone Main 139.

Imperial Laundry

ek-cte-

Restaurant

in
AH

If Its

Hardware We Have It

Pnone 14

Although Cuticura Soap and Ointment arc sold
throughout the world, a liberal sample ot each, with
32-booklet on the skin, will be sent pogt-Iron
aDDlicatlon to "rvt(ct:-i- ."
Dept. E. Boston.

Suit for Divorce.
CARRIAGE,
AUTOMOBILE,
T. S. Johnson has brought suit at
AND
Albuquerque against Brigida Chaves THIRTY MEN AT WORK
de Johnson. They were married twenON CARLSBAD POWER DAM.
ty years ago. Annie Nitkowski of GalNitlup sues for divorce from Joseph
Cotton Picking Still in Progress in
kowski whom she accuses
of malLower Pecos Valley Tree
treating her and compelling her to
Planting Is Begun.
swear falsely in court.
Carlsbad, N. M., Jan. 20. The Public Utilities Company has at present
Bond Filed.
a force of thirty men at work, on the
Bond in the sum of $2(J0 was filed lower
power dam, petting things in
in the district court at Albuquerque to
The big flood Etc
shape, to .lay concrete.
GUARANTEED
of
an
case
secure
injunction in the
and Brass
around
wa
the north
hed
last
August
.
Mariano Garcia against Jose C.
comend of this dam and put it out of
The injunction is to prevent any
mission. The repair work is now well PAUL P. LACASSAONE,
change in the ditch watering a piece under way and in a few days a con305 San Francisco Street.
of land near Alameda, which is in litwill be thrown across the
crete
wing
in
this
the district court at
igation
new channel. This wing will be about
time.
four hundred feet long. For the last
two months the company has been
Asks for Divorce.
the upper dam being unhandicapped,
husband
to
that
when;
htr
Alleging
to
able
the power needed for
supply
Novemmarried
sVip had been
since
For Best Laundry Work
the city pumpin plant, the cotton gin,
ber 1909, had ckserte-- i rier last
and gone to Oklihoma tad and the numerous patrons in Carlsthat, before leaving he had twore fit bad and the country around Otis. BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
her
thrown rer down :id be:i!eii Electric power has come into common
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
her. Lillie Schrouder filed a petition use the last year and the demand is
growing. With the lower plant repair,
ii: thy district court at Rosvvll uskm
iha: her marriage to her husband ed and much improved, the company Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
will be ready to supply plenty of juice.
Henry Schrouder be annulled.
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
Director of Water Users' Association.
Odd Fellows' Home Opsi-M- .
'
Association
of
Pecos Water Users'
Phone Red No. 23.
Mrs. Lilla B. White, ai'HYed at
Phone, Red No. 23
from Farmington, ami assumed the Carlsbad Project held its annual
election of directors yesterday. James
the fiities of msno.i of the $10,' -- 0
dent Ordrr of Od.l Follows' slate E. Wallace, I. S. Osborne, Scott Etter,
without
OPEN DAY , AND NIGHT
lu,nn for the dejropit Odd Fellows and C. R. Helm were
and their orphan children.
opposition, omy one ticket being
La Salle
Five orphan children arrived this
to
become inmates: also one
week
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
at.ed Odd Fellow frtjm AlbuquenrK;;
i intprPHuid and abort Id kanw
Telephone II.
aul another from eisewbwe in il.c
about the wonderful
lfk
sU.te.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
t.AMARVELWhirlingSpray
llllMl
irhm new Vnplnitl PTrlnare.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
m
conven
on
Best
'
Had Both Feet Frozen.
ient, it cleanses
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
manu.
Clyde Standfield went to Cbvis SatShort Orders at All Hours.
toot drnsrjrittfortt.
urday to meet his cousin-- R. Morris, tfk
If be cannot taumr tbc
accept DO
MARVEL,
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
who is visiting with them. Mr. Mor- outer.
Din eena ramp ivr
UlnairiLtMl hnofe Maled. it I
French Noodle Order 20c. a dlsn.
ris, when he arrived at Clovis, thought fnll n&rtlmil.rfl uui dlreetlonl
ln-New York Chop Suey 50c
to walk out and surprise them, but mtaable to lxttet. M A IIV E L 0.

Every Woman

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

FRANK F. GORMLEY
-:- -

-:-

We

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

-

Start the

-:-

-

-:-

-

by given better values than ever,
and 25c, foods.
:
:
:
:
:
:

NEW YEAR

especially in 5,

10

OUR PRICES ARE MARKED

IN PLAIN FIGURES.

The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.

Phone Black 6619

436 Canon Road

Why Import Mineral Water ?
I

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

te

fc

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
AH Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
rauuuiAC uuuic iuuusiiy' Leave urucrs SI
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Lciivcicu luvuui iiuusi

THF SANTA FF MINFPAI

WATFP

m

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
aid unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranctes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Yalley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

p
rUA JALC
FOR1 CAT

,niProve(l

Modern Residences for Rent.S

F. M. JONES.
WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

103

Palace Ave.

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling

STl7KSof.
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

I

85

Telephone 85

LIVERY STABLE

Gur-ule-

Parts of The World

All

Licenses Issued.
During his term of service as proe
bate clerk of Grant county, E. B.
has issued a total of over seven
hundred marriage licenses.
700 Marriage

SATURDAY, JANUARY 20, 1912.

Albu-ouerqu-

president of
the University, who retires at the end
of the present scholasUc year, is conSanta Fe
sidering an- offer from th5 governRENDEZVOUS.
ment to take charge ot an important
(By Henry Van Dyke.)
I count that friendship little worth piece of investigation work in ioreign
of
for
Which has not many things untold, countries
the
bureau
and
reclamation
Great longings that no words can forestry,
service
Phone Black
Smithsonian- institution are all interhold,
And passion-secret45
ested in the proposed work. In con
waiting birth.
nection with the Newlands bill for the
conservation of water supplies in the
Along the slender wires of speech
Some message from the heart is Appalachian chain, Dr. Gray is asked
sent;
to direct a commission to collect data
But who can tell the whole that's on the methods of conservation of wameant?
ter in vogue in foreign lands. If Dr.
Our dearest thoughts are out of reach. Gray accepts the offer it will mean
probably an extended tour of Europe.
I have not seen thee, tho mine eyes
Hold now the image of thy face;
Japs Fail as Colonizers.
In vain, through form, I strive to
One of the first attempts at foreign
trace
colonization in northern New Mexico
The soul I love; that deeper lies.
of
A colony
has proven a failure.
farmers brought into the
Japanese
A thousand accidents control
Maxwell district a year ago by the
Our meeting here. Clasp hand in Maxwell
Irrigated Lands Company,
hand,
has moved out bag and baggage, havAnd swear to meet me in that land
failed to make good on the land.
Where friends hold converse soul to ing was
not the fault of the land orj
It
soul.
the water supply, but of the colonists
Each farmer, instead of
themselves.

field seeds in bulk aod packages

The only exclusive grain house in

Phone Black

FAPE'S

M.

.

Ftae Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

'Phone 9

Call up

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES
Bon Caspar Avenne

RIGHT;

CHAS. CLOSSON

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

WOODY'S HACK LINE

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we'will be glad to call tor
year laundry on Mondays and Tuesday! and deliver on Thursdays and

Prom

.

t

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South

Trains.

Fridays.
Bounds
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrlyal of
are mended and buttons sewed en
the north bound train and arrives at
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
way. Good covereor hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commereat men to take In
the surrounding tow ns. Wire Embudo
ad.
K
want
Mexican
a
New
Try

brings results.

Station.
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This Reduction on all Cut Glass, Decorated China, Leather Goods
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY.
Before the Taking of Inventory,
:- -:

unchanged

steady. Yearlings $4.755.50; wethewes, $3.404.25;
ers, $4.254.50;
lambs, $5.906.50.
Lead and Zinc.
Chicago,
St. Louis, Mo.,. Jan. 20. Lead firm,
111.,
Jan. 20. Cattle Re
Chicago,
4.37
spelter firm, 6.55.
ceipts, 15,000. Market weak. - Beeves,
Wool.
Texas steers,
$4.85 8.50;
$4.50
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 20. Wool, 9.50;
steers
western
$4.807.85;
steady; territory and western medi- stockers and feeders, $3.75 6.00;
ums, 15lSc; fine mediums, 1517c; cows and heifers, $2. 25 6.75; calves,

MARKET REPORT

fine, 1015c

Grain and Provisions.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 20 Wheat
100
July, 95
Corn May, 66
July, G6
Oats

May, 49

Pork January,
Lard January,
Ribs January,

July,

45

15.50.
9.07
8.42

POWELL

6.S5.

FIST

southwest, strengthened corn.
May
off at 66 to
oiiened unchanged to
and rose to 66
The close
a gain
was steady with May 300

STATE LEGISLATURE

of

Oats ascended with corn but. trade,
May started a shade highand went to lOIMc.
er at 49
The market closed steady with May
661-L'a net advance of
First
Provisions
were?
steady.
s;:k-were 2
lower to 5c higher.
for pork; !i.:;." to !t.:!7
May 10.17
8.70
lo 8.67
for lard and 8.07
for ribs.
v as light.

Movement

FARlraiEll IN

s

Lies Great Danger of
Suffrage Movement,
Declare British.

Charles Durham, Lovlngton, III., has
succeeded in finding a positive cure
for bed wetting.
"My little hoy wet
the bed every night clear thro' on the
floor. I tried several kinds of kidney
medicine and I was in the drug store
different to
looking for something
help him when I heard of Foley Kidney Pills. After he had taken them
two days we could see a change and
s
of a
when he had taken
bottle he was cured. That is about
six weeks ago and he has not wet in
bed since." For sale by all druggists.

l

Cotton.
to NfW Mexican
New York, Jan. 20. Cotton, spot (By Special Leased20.WireGeneral
Sir Rod-er- t
Jan.
London,
AX
5
closed quiet;
points lower; middling
won fame as
who
Is.,-?'- ,
i
i'fvt"
uplands, 9.50; middling gulf, 9.75; no the defender of Mafeking during the
sales.
South African war, ami the founuer
'In
nil
to Adot' the Boy Scout movement,
COMFOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR
from the army,
he
vance
retired
which
POUND "CURES IN EVERY
has started on a tour of the world in
CASE."
western cows', $3.00 5.00.
the interest of the organization.
market
8,000.
Hogs Receipts,
The central idea of the tour'is to
reoomHotel.
Schlitz
Omaha, Neb.,
steady to 5c lower. Bulk of sales, mends Foley's Honey and Tar Com-- consolidate the movement throughout
to
?5.90C.25; heavy, $G.256.30
it as a great
pound, because it cures in every case.; the empire,
FEW CHANGES IN VALUES
ers and butchers. $6.00C.25;
"i have used it myself and I have rec-- , imperial organization and to
ON STOCK EXCHANGE
$5.70G.15; pigs, $4.505.2o.
it to many others whonlize the method of management as
r
No sheep.
neeessi-tivcura-;futour
As
the
of
as
its great
possible.
have since told me
Mexican Railways. Second Preferred,
Omaha.
through
power in diseases of the throat tates Sir Robert passing
and
South Omaha, Neb., Jan. 20. Cattle ard lungs."
For all coughs and colds America and other countries, he will
Make Gains.
sale
Naof
For
interests
by
in
the
Market
attend
effective.
300.
steady.
meetings
it is speedily
Receipts,
in
countries.
cows
and
Scouts
the
those
ail druggists.
tive steers, $5.407.S0;
(Bv Ppectai rcasr-f- l WIrr to Nw 51cnceni
Sir Robert proceeded first to the
New York, .Ian. 20. Apart from
heifers, $.!.30fr G.00; western steers,
West Indies to visit the Barbadoes.
Six Policemen Wanted.
gains of a point, in Mexican railways
$.?.80aC.90; Texas steers, $3.70(9' 5.30 ;
in Inter- i
socoud preferred, and 11-That six policemen should be sta- Trinidad, and Colon, and while in Panrange cows and heifers, $3.00' 5. 15;
of ama will visit the canal works. New
canners, $2.853.65; stockers and tioned in Martineztown because
the establishing of two saloons and York will be reached about January
feeders, $3.506.00; calves, $4.00
that chorus eirls of tender years are 1, and thence the tour takes him to,
.8.00; bulls, stags, tc., $3.505.50.
5c
allowed to disport themselves in scant anlong other cities, Boston, Philadel- Market
9,500.
Hogs Receipts,
lower. Heavy, $0.10 6.25; mixed, attire on the stages ot AtDuquerque hi WaBnington Cincinnati, Chicaallega- gQ, San Francisco and Seattle. From
C. H. ALLDREDGE,
?5.956.05; light, $5.606.15; pigs, theaters were two startlingof the
Al- at
the
meeting
made
of
tions
bulk
Of Tucumcari, State Senator From Quay County.
tlie latter port the General will take
sales,
$d.906.15
$4.505.75;
Market buquerque city council.
a steamer for Japan, where, under a
. 100
Sheep Receipts,
promise made to General Nogi, an efformer school teachers in the New
fort will be made to start the Boy
Native State Indiana.
General
C. H. Alldredge,
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public ening today of the stock market. Leelevators and firm prices west and high Valley soon fell under yester-

Hero of Mafeking Travels
in Interests of Boy Scout

Market
23,000.
Hogs Receipts,
-May, dull. 5c lowor.
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mixed , $5.906.35; heavy,
$5.95
6.37
rough, $5.956.10; pigs, $4.40 WOMEN
5.70; bulk of sales, $6.156.30.
Market
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Sheep Receipts,
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yearling"
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$('.509.75.

KANSAS CITY.
Kansas City; Mo., Jan. 20. Cattl
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8.50; western
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generally ascribed to a running in of
the short, interest.
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AMBITIONS DIFFER.

The New Mexican recently referred
ti the illustrated article in January
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
Harper's describing the Cliff DwellPAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
ings of Sew Mexico aud the School
Editor and President.
Vice President.
of Archaeology. Yesterday it publish
OHN K. STAUFFER.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
ed a syndicate letter from Washing
Secretary-TreasureGeneve: Manager.
ton, in which the subjects of Archae
Eatered as Second Class Matt or at ti.3 Santa Fa PostofCca!
ology, and the relation of the School
ot Archaeology at Santa Fe to the
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
14.50 San Diego Exposition, are amplified.
Daily, six month., by mall
DsMy. per week,
y carrier..... .25
is given an editorial extract
Blx m0Bth
"9 iseiou
Dally, per sonta. by carrier.., .75 WeeUy'
from the New York Times, just to
...
2.00
year
Weekly,
per
65
Dally, per moatb, by mall
show that there is not a day in the
7.00 WeekXy, per quarter
50 .'ear, tmu me scnooi, or some
aily. per jear, by mail
one
connected with it, does not create
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
public attention, or figure prominent
ly in some great publication.
It is ad
The New Mexican is the oldest new apaper In New Mexico. It is sent to
vertising, that if followed up by this
every postotfice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation city, would prove of incalculable
among, the intelligent and progresslT e people ot the Southwest
value. Says the Times:
"Two exploring
expeditions
just
started, both from this city, suggest
because
their nature is
comparison
so unlike. Professor E. L. Hewett, of
and for the Archaeological Institute of
j ern
NEW MEXICO'S CLIMATE.
and eastern Chaves coun- r.

"

NATIONAL MEET
OF PROGRESSIVES.
Continued

SATURDAY, JANUARY 20, 1912.

STOCKMAN KILLED FOR
BREAKING QUARANTINE.

from Fage One.

fjrst, last and all the time."
In regard to a report from Denver
that a concerted movement was on
fcot to hold a preconvention meeting
and decide on one Progressive candidate, Mr. House said he knew nothing
ol any such move. He could not see
that any conference of the sort was
Senator LaFollette's only
(likely.
comment, when shown the Cummins

statement was: "I have nothing

M.

to

say."
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Texans Goaded By Fear of Meningitis
Murder George Lock on His
Mother's Porch.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Austin, Texas, Jan. 20. George
Lock was killed today for alleged violation of the meningitis quarantine
at Buda, Texas, according to a report
received by the sheriff here.
Lock, a stockman, was en route to
Buda to see his mother, when he was
warned not to enter the town. He
was killed on the porch of his mother's home.
Lock Ignored Warning. .
Austin, Texas, Jan. 20. According
to advices received by Sheriff Matthews, a constable told Lock that he
must not stop in Buda, because of
the quarantine
against meningitis.
Lock ignored the warning. Buda is a
small town on the International &
Great Northern railroad, 14 miles
south of Austin.
Fanatical Texans.
Austin, Texas, Jan. 20. From what'
town Lock came has not been deter- mined here. It is presumed he was
traveling from some place in north
Texas where there have been cases of
meningitis.
Quarantine regulations
in all Texas towns where the embar-- '
go has been set up have been enforc-- j
ed with rigidity bordering on
the

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security, Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets, fpr, its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange' andj makes telegraphic
. transfers of money to all parts of. the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

Merely Muddles Situation.
Des Moines, la., Jan. 20. "I cannot
see at the present time where Senator Cummins'
announcement as a
candidate for President will help matters in Iowa politics. But, of course,
it is too early to say what the result
will be."
This was the only comment Governor B. F. Carroll would make reEddy
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.
way
.
.
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wuc,c auuul
normal or Migauy
Thf. wpfltW anfl. tho olimatr. arc
to have another try at solving the garding the Cummins' candidacy for
less than normal precipitation occur- mystery of what he thinks is the old- President today.
always fruitful sources of discussion re
Iowa Republican leaders, however,
est city in the western world; Pro
OFFICERS.
and conversation, especially in a sec-- j Tne
amount for the year fessor H. C. Parker of Columbia Uni- - seemed to be more interested in what
greatest
R. J. PALEN, President.
ti.-which prides itsit'lf upon
the
effect
of
38.09
inches at Harvey's Upper verisity, is again to attempt the as
the announcement would
j. B. READ. Cashier.
tSwas
have on the Iowa situation rather
L.
F. McKANE, Assistant-CashiHUGHES,
healthful, sunshiny climate, in fact, so Ranch, and amounts in excess of 30 cent of Mount McKinley.
than in a national sense.
much so, that the new state tias inches also occurred at Chama and
"As 'sporting propositions' the two
W. C. Hayward, secretary of state.
Winsor's.
The least amount for the
adopted the name or 'Sunshine year was 5.80 inches at the Agricul- are approximately on the same level said he believed that
0
the entrance of
both
for
involve
and
hardship
State." Therefore the following sum- tural College; no other station reportON
danger
to a very considerable degree. Pro Senator Cummins in the presidential
mary of last year's meteorological ob ed less tan 10 inches for the year. fessor Hewett's is
vouiesi
wouia
tne
Iowa
pociarny
probably the more litical situation.
fanatical.
servations over the entire common- The greatest monthly amount was perilous task, for, though
one can get
"The Senator is entitled to the sol11.54 inces at Torrance in July; 5.80
Contaminated Telegraph Poles.
wealth by the U. S. observers, as takkilled easily enough in scaling an ice- - id
inches fell within 24 hours on the
Iowa delegation," said Mr.
New Orleans, La., Jan. 20. The rigen by scientifically correct instru- 9th of that month. The
capped peak in the Alaskan wilderaverage
idity with which quarantine laws are
ments and as compiled by "Dlrectar C. snowfall for the year was 36.1 inches, ness, there are even more ways of
Wilson Will Invade West.
enforced in connection with the cere- in a tropical jungle.
dying
E. I.inney, is of general and of more more than twice that of 1910. FebruChicago, 111., Jan. 20. Governor bro spinal meningitis epidemic in Tex
"While wishing all success to Pro Wilson will make a three
of Dr. M
than passing interest. In fact, every ary was the month of greatest snow- fessor
days' in- - as, is shown in the
Parker, and not denying that yasion of the west, from February 29 M. Carrick, of Dallas report
14.6 inches, while Defall,
to the Louisiana
averaging
one should read it carefully, paste
cember average 9.0 inches. Precipi- it is worth while to climb mountains, to March 2. It is possible that the State Board of Health. In Dr.; Car- one cannot help thinking that it is, on time may be extended to
the statistics in a scrap book and tation (0.01 inch or more) occurred
March 4.
following state-- .
have them handy to controvert the on an average of 62 days during the the whole, more profitable to risk val Ihis will not mean the cancellation of rick's report is the constable.
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'refused,
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jment:
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say
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shine; August had the highest averDallas, Texas, Jan. 20. The North
The mean temperature of New age. 79 per cent, while July only had something, no doubt; but if you deCan't Exile Theodore.
Texas meningitis outbreak is so well
for
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the year 1911, was 52.S 4S per cent. Roswell had 67 per cent cipher
Mexico,
Maya hieroglyphics you
New
Jan. 20. "Who is trying under control, Dr. Abraham Sophian
degrees, which is practically normal, of the total possible sunshine; Octo- open wide windows on ancient his- to exileYork,
me
now?" said Theodore announced to Dallas physicians today
being but 0.1 degree below, as deter- ber and November had the highest tory and make an important addition Roosevelt
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GENERAL AGENTS.
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mined from the monthly means ' and average, 7 per cent, while February to the stock of human knowledge.
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quite everybody
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.54.6 degrees. The year began with a ably above in the number of
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sharp cold wave, but it was quickly with precipitation.
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of Central Bureau.
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and September. A deficiency movement at per
TREE PLANTING.
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Jersey, who is seeking to have Roose (By Special Leased Wire to New
Now Under the Same Management.
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planting.
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A considerable part of the state and the highest velocity was 39 miles
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Talked About Big Game.
THOS. DORAN,
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representatives of southern cotton
which
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value
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SyWhite,
men and English buyers attending.
the deficiency being confined to the 27th of November. Santa Fe record-centra- l systematic plan,
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and northern counties from ed 72,Si4o miles, or 8.2 miles per hour, k more apparent every year, but Mr.
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Roosevelt, he said, talked about! of
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for a central
western bocorro and Valencia coun- - the highest velocity was 45 miles per
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southern Socorro and Lincoln north- vailing ('ireetion of the wind was from ter care of those trees which are grow- ning
idate such paper before funds may be
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principle
a boulevard following the Santa Fe mins of his willingness to make the ern cotton shippers almost without
perienced a deficiency in temperature
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
river from city limit to city limit. race for the presidential nomination, exception object. They claim that
and the remainder was a little above
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Victor Rosewater, Republican nation- fl
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G. L'JPE HERRERA, Prop
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Upon mature reflection, Santa Fe ties last year entered into the spirit al committeeman for Nebraska, said shi
The highest annual mean temperawhose methods are lrreguiar.
the Associated Press today: "The
ture was 64.0 degrees at Carlsbad, should feel gratified that the legisla- of tree planting and distributed free to
and the highest recorded tempera- tive, assembly will not meet early of charge a large number of trees, announcement of Senator Cummin's FRANCE NOT PLEASED
r.ext month. To tell the truth, the
is in no way unexpected.
many of which are now growing, al- candidacy
ture, 106 degrees at the Rio Grande
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put
Fort Sumner on the 2d of the same
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one who
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measures to increase and improve its uting shade trees to every
Of Course.
Phn Black 112.
Jan. 20. The captain- of the
May to September, inclusive. August hotel
Paris,
p.sks for them, to do the planting
facilities, at least, during con
Pafkersburg, Iat Jan. 20. "Iowa French steamer Manouba, which was
was the warmest month of the year,
ventions and the legislative session themselves, following up the system- will be for Senator Cummins for Pres- seized
70.7
by an Italian destroyer yesteraveraging
degrees, a fraction or it will receive a setback that will atic plan of the former Board ot ident, without a doubt," said C. F.
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Veterans.
Addresses
corded temperature was 37 degrees
the Red Crescent Society on- board,
ble ambitions of becoming the most
Grand Rapids, Mich., Jan.
20.
below zero at Dulce on the 26th of movement to hold the legislatures beautiful
disembarked the Turks on his own inin
betthe
and
no
city
West,
Governor
Wood row Wilson of
December.
This is the lowest tem- somewhere else than here. This same ter start can be made than by systemitiative
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addressed a mass meeting of
was emphasized at the inauguperature which has been recorded pcint
atic tree planting.
war veterans at the Old Soldiers' was then permitted to leave the port.
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at
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which,
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talk
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A dispatch from the Lowell Observalong the
The month of January averaged far
Turkish
The
present, some of the new state offi- atory at Flagstaff declares that., in speeches here last night and at De- French government.
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nurses, it is contended, must be confind it difficult to secure suit- some remote
troit.
Governor
Wilson
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of
the
heavens
oegreeg than February, although the able
portions
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ed the normal temperature, and dam
born that in size compare with
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with a pin point. The spectacle
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name
The
clubbing
Jan.
Lincoln,
Neb.,
together
But Student Had to Quit
ard May continued a little above the rent furnished
as it is being recoraed on sensitive,
modern homes but the
of Governor Woodrow Wilson jof New
norma!,, although killing frosts oc number of
photographic plates is overwhelming
available
houses
is
small.
was
presented as a candidate
Some people are apparently immune
curred quite generally in south-cein its grandeur, its mystery, in its dis Jersey
tral counties on the 16th and 17th of Other legislators will be taken care of play of cosmic forces. Tonight, turn for President on the Democratic pri to tea and coffee poisoning if you are
by relatives, but the Chamber
of
mary ballot by a petition- filed with not, Nature will tell you so in the ailApril, and over northern counties as Commerce
must make systematic ef your face upwards, and watch the
the Secretary of State here today. The ments she sends as
late as the 16th to 21st of May, and
march
of
Orion
warning. And
across
the
skies
at a few higher altitude stations in forts to provide agreeable quarters and then let your vision sweep to the petition is signed by men affiliated when you get a warning, heed it or
for every legislator as well as for the
with the
the extreme north until the 27th of
party,
you get hurt, sure.. A young college
VERY PAIR HAS THIS
visitors who will pass in and gigantic star clusters and nebulae of
5ur $4 Shoe Equals
May. A general killing frost did not many
student writes from New York:
the
if
Milky
have
Jther $5 Shoe Made Any
Way,
cut
you
of
especially
Santa Fe during the ninety
occur in the fall until the 16th or
BLOODY FIGHTING IN
"I had been told frequently that cofsession. It is not a theory but been an applicant for some political
ei88ure Griffith's
lith of October in the higher north-c- days'
STREET OF GUAYAQUIL. fee was injurious to me," (tea is Just
job and have been turned down. It
a
condition
that
confronts
Santa
Fe,
districts or until the 20th to
WE
aWARRANT
I
not
THEM
if
"and
had
been told,
will bring a realization that the bigbad)
22d of October throughout the cen- and hotel owners as well as public
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the almost constant headaches with
does
not
to
citizens
political
gest
should
job
amount
in
tral and southern counties, giving a spirited
Ouayaquil, Ecuador, Jan. 20. Fight which I began to suffer after using it
to arrive at a satisfactory a piffle after one has attempted to
in the streets last even for several
long and generally successful season. seeking
measure
years, the state of letharthe extent of eternity and in
Fruits were especially abundant, and solution.
ing and was kept up all night between gic
came
which
mentality
finity.
of choicest quality.
adherents of General Leonidas Plaza upon me to hinder megradually
in
studies,
my
It
is
a
matter
of
congratulation that
The average precipitation of the
and supporters of funeral Alfaro. The
the
lassitude and indisposition
The United States will sooner or lafollowers of General Plaza were de to general
state, as shown by the sums of the Santa Fe, although comparatively
ter
to
any sort of effort which possessed
have
take
of
in
small
possession
Cuba,
has
population,
yet,
feated.
was
always
The losses of both parties
17.92 inches,
monthly averages,
me, ought to have been sufficient
or 3.3S inches above the normal, and been a center of culture, of apprecia of Jlexico and everything else as far were severe.
down
as
warning.
of
the
Isthmus
Panama.
tion
for
social
8.46 inches greater than 1910.
the
graces as well as
The
Negotiations for Peace.
But I disregard them; til my phyyear 1905 showed a greater average of art. A concert like that of last ev- Statesmen may proclaim and work to
Guayaquil, Jan. 20. The affair be- sician told
me a few months ago that
off
precipitation, amounting to 20.95 ening by home talent, and talent from halt the hands of destiny, but the su- gan at the moment of the arrival- of I
inches, but with this exception the a neighboring city, is an index that the preme moment may come sooner than a peace commission composed of the must give up coffse or quit college.
and at once
year just closed was the wettest Capital is not altogether engrossed in expected, when the United States American and British consuls and I could hesitate no longer,
AND
since 1895, when sufficient stations petty political squabbles, but also en must take over the entire North four other prominent personages. The abandoned coffee.
"On the advice of a friend I began to
were established to afford a fair aver- gages in the more satisfying cultiva- American Continent and weld it In- commissioners went to Duran to mee
age. August, November and Decem- tion of the fine arts and intellectual to one great republic, that will be as General Julio Andrade who yesterday drink Postum, and rejoice to tell you
weeks
ber were deficient in precipitation, pursuits. Santa Fe owes its populari- effective a barrier against the yellow attacked and defeated an army of that with the drug in coffee" (the
...
but an excess occurred in each of the ty as a residence city more to the peril as it will be an example to Eur- Guayaquil troops. Their purpose was same drug caffeine is found in
ether months, reaching a maximum of fcomogeniety and congeniality of its ope.
to learn the conditions on which an tea) " removed and the healthful prop1.94 inches in July, which was the social and art
understanding between the two arm erties of Postum in its place I was
circles, which here are
soon relieved of all my ailments.
wettest month of the year. February practically identical, than to any other
It is characteristic of the almost ies could be brought about.
The headaches and nervousness dism
and October were also largely in ex- force or advantage.
breathless progress of the times that
cess of the normal for those months.
the Chinese Republic today makes an CUBA WILL RESTORE
appeared entirely, strength came back
"?
The excess of precipitation was gento the United States and the
CIVIL SERVICF AGAIN. to me, and my. cdmplexionwhich had
BELOW COST ALL ODD SIZES AND STYLES
The New Mexico Journal of Educa- appeal
eral over the state, with the excep
rest of the world through the Associ- (Bv Special Leased
to New Mexican) been very, very bad, cleared up beautition
for
F.
January, Rupert
Asplund ated Press. When even China
tion of small areas in Dona Ana,
,c
Havana, Jan. 20. It is believed to- fully.
?
recogIf you do not need them now it will pay you to buy and hold
eastern Otero, central San Miguel and of Santa Fe, publisher and editor, is nizes the value of publicity, how far day that the basis-oBetter than all, aiy mental faculties
action
agreed
southeast Colfax, where slight def- a double number of 72 pages that behind the age must be such public upon at the conference last night be- were toned up, and became more vigthem. All sales on these SPECIAL PRICES are for
iciencies occurred.
The greatest ex- should prove a delight and a mine officials, or such businessmen, as are tween President Gomez and the gen- orous than ever, and I now feel that
to the still
cess occurred along the northern bor- of professional information
holding out
taking the erals who took part in the last revo- no course of study would be too diffider from San Juan county to Colfax, 1.500 teachers of New Mexico. If public into their against
cult for me." Name given by Postconfidence through lution include the immediate
cessaaveraging more than 7 inches.- The contains tne complete minutes and the columns of the newspapers.
tion of the veteranista agitation, the um Co., Battle Creek, Mich. '
central Rio Grande valley also had a the addresses made at the annual ses"There's a reason," and it , Is exof the civil service law
marked excess, and the far southwest. sion of the New Mexico Educational
Do not allow your kidney and blad and the pledge of all factions not to plained in the little book, "Th Road
Association
at
Fe
as
In lesser degree also, the Estanda
well as a der trouble to develop
Santa,
the endorse for office persons formerly to Wellville," in pkgs. : beyond
valley and much of the eastern plains complete list of officers and members reach of medicine. Take Foley Kid- - opposed to the cause of Cuban
read the above letter? A. new
Ever
inderegion had more than normal precipi- of this important body. The issue is
Pills. They irive nnick results pendence. The result of the confer
n appears from time to'time. They
tation. The exception, however, was therefore an official one and should he and stop Irregularities with
r renuine, true, and fuH of human
surprising ence has not been officially announced,
In central and southern Union, east-- given the widest circulation possible. promptness.
For sale by all druggists. however.
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well known during their stay in this city, who hope
Dr. Israel J. Biskand,
surgeon, and his wife, from Cleveland, that Mr. and Mrs. Ernest wilT soon
Ohio, are now making their home at make their home i:t the Capital.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hand, after atthe Sunmotint sanatorium.
sot of I.as Vegas will tending the inauguration
The
younger
exorcises,
We scatter seeds with eareloss hand
have returned to their home at Los
rive a leap year ball
And dream we ne'er shall see them next at which a number February
of the same Aianios. Mr. Hand has just had sev- more.
en unique Chimayo blankets woven at
set of this city will be present.
But for a thousand years,
A. Staab will return to his home Chimayo, northern Santa Fe county,
Their fruit appears
here today from Albuquerque, where the design including the American
In weeds that mar the land,
he has been on business and visiting Flag, the "Blue Ballot" and the iniOr healthful store.
Keble.
dull
his son, Probate Judge Julius Staau.
tials "J. D." in white and blue. One
to-da- y,
Mrs. J. Frank Curns returned from blanket will be retained by Mr. Hand
we
Antonio C. de Baea of Santa Rosa,
Tempe, Ariz., Saturday night, where and the .others presented to Congressis a visitor in the Capital.
she has been for several weeks visit- man Henry 1). Flood, Speaker Champ
Ramon Bustos, ranchman
from
Mou'id
Clark, William jennings Bryan, SenaSanta Cruz, is in the city on business. ing her father. Wagon
tor Owen and Senator Reed.
W.
John
Mayes made a trip to tne
An affair which rarely occurs, was
Former Delegate to Congress W. H.
Mesilla Valle.t the latter part of this
Andrews was last heard from in New the celebration of the Golden Wedbecome houseweek.
York a few days ago, b.it is expected ding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. H.
The Rev. L. DelaVelle, a priest of to
comhold
of
Tj
in
next
Smith
at
sometime
which
took place Tuesday
week,
drop
Penasco, Taos county, is a guest at
ar
on
is
the
home of their
Santa Fe and at Albuquerque.
the Palace.
C. Kauffman, the motor car man Mrs. F. E. Nuding of Lincoln avenue.
J.
st
only--ju5
3
J. H. O'liielly, a prominent insurance man of Albuquerque, is a Santa of Alamosa, returned to Santa Fe last Throughout the day there were many
night and registered at the Montezu- callers to extend congratulations to
Fe visitor.
PIECES OF HIGH CLASS LACES
the happy couple who stood under a
State Senator Squire Hartt, Jr., will ma. Mr. Kauffman has a large garbell of smilax and violets as
large
in
under
construction.
this
age
city
arrive from Taos next Wednesday
now
sell
Jose Ortiz y Pino of Galisteo, of they shook hands with each well- evening.
wisher. The house was tastefully decof
board
' An automobile
the
commissioners,
county
party is planned to
orated with smilax and bridal roses.
PIECES THAT SELL UP TO
leave Santa Fe next Wednesday morn- and a member of the penitentiary The next
day, Mr. and Mrs. Smith de
in
the
late
last
arrived
board,
Capital
ing for Taos.
for
ttraveiine
Albuquerque
and was a guest at the Monte- parted!
no
now
less
County Clerk M. A. Gonzales of Rio night
overland in a motor car to make a
Arriba county, left this forenoon for zuma.
Golden Wedding" journey.
Rev. S. Alonzo Bright of Albuquerhis home at Abiquiu.
It is many years since Santa Fe
of
Methodist
Episque,
superintendent
Tom Burch, a ranchman of Alamo-gordas.
in. . .. i H
felt so keenly the departure of a fam- is
a
J.
of
Rev.
missions,
guest
copal
4.
f:
u very
i
is in the city disposing of pro:i
as it does the soinc awav of former
l.y
in
win
will
H.
tomorrow
and
Shimer
preach
duce in the local market.
Territorial
and
Mrs.
Xathan
Secretary
soon
Methodist
in
for
St.
need lace
John's
Episcopal
E. C. Pegg, of the forest service, ar
Jaffa, i heir daughters,
the Mis-e- s
rived in the Capital last evening from church.
Julia
and Eleanor, and son Benar-County School Superintendent John tlair. Mr. an'! Mrs. .Tsffa who
his headquarters near Espanola.
ramp
V.
returned yesterday afterere from Roswell. more than four
Register II. R. Otero, convalescing noonConway
from an inspection trip to the
from a severe illness, left for Albuago, entered into the activities
southern school districts of Santa Fe years
do
will leave
ot the capital with such zest and loyyou if you
querque to spend several weeks.
term
He
new
his
for
county.
!
qualified
rlr.
if vmi
A. W. McDermick, an employee of
hnrl
Th
rmlv
to their new home, that they
vnii
alty
El
I
t A. A.
the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, this afternoon.
became immediate favorites, socially.
Choral Society will meet next ii.
The
arrived in the city yesterday from St.
in
and
business, politically
every
Monday evening at the residence of circle with which
Lou5s.- - :i
they came in conSimon Nusbaum. The time of meettact, it seems a chame that Santa Fe
Bi D. Clark, of the Mountain States
ing was changed from Tuesday on acTelephone and Telegraph
Company, count of the several other meetings permits their return to Roswell. The
new State certainly is a loser by not
returned to his home in El Paso last that will be held that
night.
.'.-eveoing.i
flaming Mr. Jaffa in some official
enwas
Club
The
Joy
delightfully
or other. Here's honine for
position
Captain J. S. Lea, a member of the tertained
home
Monday evening at the
penitentiary board, arrived in Santa cf Miss Helen Winter at cards. The an early return to Santa Fe of Mr.
The PRICE MAKER of the City.
Exclusive ROYAL TAILOR Beaters.
Jaffa and family!
Fe last night from his home in
club attended the official reception at
The reception given in honor of
VICTOR
PHONOGRAPH
Dealer.
Exclusive
the Palace of the Governor's after
Mrs. H. S. Bowman by Mrs. M. T.
Mrs. Henry Essinger left this after- which
spent a most enjoyable
they
on
noon for El Paso to visit with her
Capitol Heights was one of
evening with Miss Winter.
daughter. She expects to return in a
The executive committee in charge the mast elaborate ot the present soSome 123 guests were
week.
of the inaugural exercises, Mayor Ar- cial season.
Atocha Romero, ranchman of Nam-be- , thur Seligman, acting chairman, take present. The dining room was decorarrived in the Capital last night, this means to thank the members of ated in pink, roses filling the vases
and is paying taxes today at the coun all other committees, and all others, placed on the table and about the
ty court house.
who assisted in making the inaugura- room, pink ribbons swaying from the
Pedro Ortiz y Pino of Galisteo, ar--j tion exercises so biilliant a success. chandeliers, while the same material
was used to trim the dining table.
rived in the city yesterday for the! Mrs. Antonio Lucero and Miss
christening of his daughter who was'
who are already social favorites Pink candles and shades comnloted
born in Santa Fe.
The reception
in Santa Fe, have returned to their the color scheme.
We are offering two COMPLETE 'MODERN
The Guild of the Church of the present home in Las Vegas, but expect room, which opens immediately on the
Holy Faith met with Mrs. X. B. Laugh-- , to return to the Capital in the near dining room, was tastefully decorated
HOMES in State Capital at exceptional prices.
lin yesterday afternoon at her home future to make their
resi- after the same scheme with the addi
permanent
on Don Gaspar avenue.
It will pay you to make inquiry about them.
tion of festoons of smilax and banks
dence.
George Davis, a ranchman
living!
Juan Ortiz, father of Jose Ortiz y of the same aelicate green which turn
near Galisteo, arrived in the city this' Pino, the
present chairman of the ed the room into a veritable bower.
morning and is transacting business' board of county commissioners, and Mrs. N. B. Laughlin poured cream
with the local merchants.
o? Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
a prom- in the dining room and Mrs. A.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
inent merchant and stockman of M. Bergere presided at the percolator.
were
assisted by Miss FlorThey
Galisteo, arrived in the city yesterday.
Ha was present at the christening of ence Spitz, J.iss Stella Bergere, Miss
Vacuum
Treatment.
Chiropody,
May Bergere, Miss julia Jaffa and
his grandchi.d at the Cathedral.
Miss Massie gave a tea on Fri- Mrs. Creamer. Mrs. John R. McFie,
"'
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
Mrs. E. P. Davies. Mrs. F. E. Nuding,
day! afternoon to some of the
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
visitors who came to see the in- Mrs. T. Z. Winter, Mrs C. O. Harrison
facial lines, absolutely removed. All
auguration of Governor McDonald and Miss Ruth Laughlin assisted the
kinds of. hair work done.
K
and to attend the social functions inci- hostess in the reception room.
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
.:!
dent to it. The guests numbered
Phone 5075
343 San Francisco St.
K
many and the affair was as delightful
(Continued on Page KlgSt.)
as it was elegant.
Mrs. H. R. Phillips, who has been
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Walker of Take LAXATIVE BROMO
H.
Quinine
GO Grant avenue, for the past week, will
leave the city Monday for Raton Tablets. Druggists refund money if It
i
where she will spend a few days with fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signa-Staple and Fancy Groceries relatives. From Raton Mrs. Phillips
will return to her home in Denver.
Attorneys Charles Springer of
X
and Charles A. Spiess of Las
X
State
C.
L.
Senator
Ilfeld
of
Vegas,
ADOLF
X
Las Vegas and several others are neX
gotiating for the McFie residence
near the Capitol, which they will ocThe One Best Bet
Season
cupy during the legislative session.
The Misses i'earl and Lela Galle-he- r
HENRY BLOSSOM'S MASTERPIECE
of Johnson street gave a tea this
afternoon to a few of their friends.
The following were invited:
Miss
Everywhere the First
Genevieve Morrison, Miss Sylvia MorUnder the Wire
rison, Miss Mona Bacaj of Albuquersold
Had one
que, Miss Dorothy Griffin, Miss Edith
Marmon and Mrs. Frank Keefe.
We
Mrs. F. J. Lavan entertained the
You
New
look
Thirteen club at cards this afternoon
at her home on Grant avenue. Besides
like
the members of the club the following
Mrs. Carlos
guests were present:
Creamer, Mrs. W. G. Sargent and
Miss Florence Spitz.
People on the Stage
THE SWELLEST FURNITURE YOU CAN BUY.
Fancy Apples, Per Box, $1.50
W. B. Freeman, former district en
gineer of the water resources of the
" 6 lbs. for .25
AND
Geological Survey, left the city this
It goes with a racer' triumph-an- t
morning for Tucumcari, where he will
is
1.25
and
it
Choice, " Per Box,
rush,
you say
look after private irrigation projects.
the Greatest of all
UNDERTAKING
will engage in the
Freeman
Mr.
"
" 7 lbs. for
.25
Racing Plays
in generall engineering practice
To Be Presented Here with the Original
'
with offices in Lenver.
1.00
Cooking " Per Box,
Kirke LaShelle Production
C.
and
Mrs. Llewellyn
Attorney
" 8 lbs. for .25
Hall of Virginia, are recent arrivals
ONLY COMPANY
MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
in Santa Fe, coming to join Mr. Hall's
POSITIONS.
FOR GOVERNMENT
brother and family who have been That has ever played this Fasguests of Rev. and Mrs. B. Z.
Free booklet tells about 360,000
Character Comedy,
cinating
Messrs. Hall have leased
protected positions in U. S. Civil Serincluding
CARPENTERS
the Grimshaw cottage on Grant aveMore than 40,000 vacancies
vice.
DAVE
BRAHAM
nue and will open a law office on the
lifetime
employment-Easevery year,
MAKERS.
CABINET
AND
In His Original Role of
Plaza.
to get. Just ask for examinaNow Mexico Civil SerMr. and Mrs. Howell Ervien of Claytion booklet.
H.
KAUNE
N. M, Box
CO. ton, Union county, who have been the
vice
School,
Albuquerque,'
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
2.
guests of Commissioner of Public
DONE.
Prices
NEATLY
PAINTING
SIGN
$1.00
$1.50
Lands and Mrs. Ervien all this week,
Try a New Mexican Want Ad, it
Store on
Staple and Fancy Groceries expect to return to Clayton early next Seats on Sate at Fischer's Drug
Saturday, January 20.
results.
week. They made many new friends
brings
115
Red
Phone.
Al Work Guaranteed

S3CIAL

CAPITAL $50,900 00

M.

Incorporated 1903.

Annual Sale of Laces on the Counter.

Pant-agrap-

I

days away," beginning
are placing our

a
Our Annual White Sales have
word among the wise buyers
this
munity. This week's " White Sale "
two prices,
Laces
cts. and cts.
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You Can Save Up to
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W. N. T0WNSEND & 'CO.

Ros-wel- l.

SWEATERS

Dun-lav-

I!

I

nnMPANY
UUIIM fill I I

SELIGMAN
P.

0. Box, 219.

Phone 36

WANTED
FURNISHED HOUSES

INSURANCE,

SURETY-BONDS-

REAL

,

jj Phone, Red 189.

JOSEPH

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St

B. HAYiWARD, MANAGER,

Massaging,

FINE DRESS SILKS

.

O.C.WATSON & CO.

y

HOMES FOR SALE

Maniucring,

FOR RENT
I

at 5c,

more or

100

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

1

usually

up to 25c,

HUE

SEE DISPLAY

8

All Silk

Petticoats $2.65

Up

ELK'S THEATRE

January Clearing Sale
BEGINNING TUESDAY,

Ladies' Suits, Ladies', Misses' and Children's Coats
will be on sale at the GREATEST REDUCTIONS ever offered

in Santa Fe. This sale will continue one week only. We expect to close out this entire stock, making room for NEW
SPRING GOODS, and ask those who want anything in this
line to come early and make first selections.
Francisco St,
H. GERDES, 5 Santa
Fe, New Mex.

JULIUS

..r

:;.

Tuesday, January 23

Special
Prices
On Apples

Sv

While They Last

White

Enamel

Bed

Room

Furniture

it within
in the window and
will have more. Take a
three days.
Idea " Furniture.
at this "
will
it.

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT

I
3j
y.
K

1

THE GIRT STORE
EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED

fay us a visit ere making your selection.

always as low as the lowest.

Reliable lowpkf

f--

1

I

1. C

I

rVTT"V

I A,

San Franciso

Street

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66--

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE
COMPANY.

lu-tu-

Our prices are

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

j

Next Door to Postof flee.

$2

J. P. Steed

S.

"PUSH" MILLER

5

75c,

Ji

k

e

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

LL

Son

y

frig-r- e

(3

&

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Om

E
.You

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
are using it. It saves
pay for, by having it right where
Our display rooms are
and
THE
your light
you

on

bill

SAVES

EYES.

open for your

inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.
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St, Louis Rocky Ml

Pacific

Railway

(Read Down)
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4 00
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3
2
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1
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45
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Cimarron
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Ar
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9 05 i
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8 02
7 46

Triumph
PLEASING PROGRAM RENDERED

Vocalist, Piano, Violin and the!
Harp Made an Effective
Ensemble-

a ra

Easily lighted without removing shade or chimney; easy to clean and rewick.
Solid brass throughout, with handsome nickel finish ; si so in many other styles and finishes.
Art your dealer to thow you hii line of Rayo lamr ; or write (or descriptive circular
to any agency of the

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

p m g.P m
E. P. & S W. Ry. train both North and South,
Stage for Van Houten, X. M., meets trains at Preston. y. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
except bundays. tare ?2.00 one way, $o.a0 round trip; fifty pound bag

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

tConnects at Colfax with

to

(Bv Special I.fased 'Wire to TJw Mpxicam
Chicago, III., Jan. 20. When the
packers' trial was resumed today, Edward J.
office manager for
Armour & Co., at South Omaha, continued his testimony regarding
the
business methods used at that plant.
Assistant District Attorney
Elwood
Godraan rtad a number of specimen
memorandum beef cost sheets, showing the credits allowed by the defendant for
in making
the
The sheets were for
compilations.
cattle killed at the South Omaha plant
in .March, April, May, June,
July find
August, JSio. They showed the kill
Jit-Ada-

When Goinr

WEST
USE THE

-

An evening In the Land of Song,
with the masters of melody under the
guidance of artists such as took part
in the recital last night of Miss McFie at the Elks' theater, is always a
those posdelight to the cuit.ired,
sessed of sentiment and a love for
the beautiful and its expression in
music.
Miss Mary McFie, whose
voice is marked by a sympathetic timbre and a magnificent volume in certain notes, possesses
a
charming and imposing stage presence
and she appeared to great advantage
on the local stage. Her selections had
a wide range, and ther rendition gave
some idea of the years of close application and hard study at the conservatory where she developed her
musical powers that have placed her
well on the road to fame.
As always in a mixed audience, it
was the older, better known, simple
songs that appealed most and that is
why there was silence more impressive than applause, when Mrs. Cunningham played "Home Sweet Home",
why tears glistened in some eyes
when Miss McFie, seated at the piano
herself,
accompanying
sang "The
Rosary," and why the audience rose
mezzo-sopran-

ANOTHER PACKER'S EMPLOYE
WHO DOESN'T REMEMBER.

age carried tree.
C. & S. train leaves De Moines, X. SI., for the south at 11:11
p. in., ar
rives irom tne south at 4:38 a. m.
L. C. WHITE
Government Contends and Seeks
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
Prove That
v. P. G. M.,
Were
G. P. Agent
superintendent.
Figured Too Low.

EAST

Recital of Miss McFie at the
Elks' Theatre an Artistic

low-pric- ed

9 32
8 65

OF

MUSICAL DELIGHT

The Lamp That
Saves The Eyes

Children naturally never think of
possible strain on their eyesight when
poring over a fascinating book.
It is up to you to see they do not ruin
their young eyes these long evenings
by reading under a poor light.
The Rayo Lamp is an insurance
against eye troubles, alike for young
and old.
The Rayo is a
lamp, but it is constructed on the soundest
scientific principles, and there is not a better lamp made at any price.
It is easy on the eye because its light is so soft and white and
widely diffused. And a Rayo Lamp never flickers.

(Read Up)

STATIONS

a in

mm

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Dec, 3Ut

It)

SATURDAY, JANUARY 20, 1912.

EVENING

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES

1L

ing charge to be $2.70 a head, the allowance for offal thirty-fivcents a
head, and the credit for hides varied
fiom four to six cents a pound.
The government contends
that
these allowances
given for
were below the actual market
value, and they played an important
part in fixing the selling price of meat
by the alleged packers' combine.
James McLeese, clerk in charge of
figuring the test cost of beef at the
Kansas City plant of Armour & Co.
far seven years was the next witness
called by the government.
The witness was unable to remember any ot
the allowances made for
in figuring the test cost of beef.
William E. Weber, general auditor
for the Xational Packing Co., since
its organization in 1903, testified he
received the information used in figuring the cost of ueef from j. B. Patterson, vice president of the company.
e

o

Thee," "The Star Spangled Banner,"
HOME ENDORSEMENT.
as well as the Scotch melodies she
rendered, earned her prolonged ap- Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens Cjr
Tell You All About It.
plause, and the audience would like
Home endorsement, the public exto have had much more of her.
pression of Santa Fe people, should
Miss Hesselden.
On the piano, Miss Lillian HesselA be evidence beyond dispute for every
den of Albuquerque, proclaimed her- oanta be reader.
Surely the experiself a real artist. As an accompanist ence of friends and neighbors, cheershe possessed the sympathy, the light- fully given by them will carry more
ness and dexterity of touch, that must weight than the utterances of stranmake her a favorite with soloists. She gers residing In faraway places. Read
opened the program- with a difficult the following:
J. T. Sandoval, 113 Ortiz St., Santa
"Valse Chromatique," by Goddard,
that attested her technique to be Fe, N. Mex., says: "I have used Doai s
In Part II, her Kidney Pills off and on for two years
v.ellnigh perfect.
rendition of Lorelei, in a setting by and they have done me a world of
A dull pain in the small of
Seeling, that made it. difficult to good.
p'ck out the threads of the old melo- my back, sometimes extending into
dy, but a musical gem, nevertheless, my bladder caused me a great deal
and the light, lithesome "Guitarre," of trouble particularly when I took
cold.
I was bothered mostly in the
by Moskowski, were very pleasing sewinter, and in addition to thp nnir
lections.
Miss Hesselden
accompa in
my back, there were symptoms of
nied each of the soloists and did so
with the understanding of one who Inflammation of the bladder. The kid
can eater into the moods of others. ney secretions were highly colored
She deserved the rapturous applause and when passed were attended wit'i
a scalding pain. I never used another
given her and more.
remedy that acted as satisfactorily ss
Mrs. Henderson.
Loan's Kidney Pills. They proved to
Mrs. Ralph Henderson, also of Al- be just the medicine my case
required
buquerque, delighted her hearers be- and the complete cure they brought
yond measure wiih her renditions on has led me to recommend them on
the vi.jlin. What in her interpretation more than one occasion."
of a Polonaise and a ballade by
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
seemed mere skill and deft- cents.
n
Co., Buffalo,
ness, in the encore that followed and New York, sole agents for the United
in the playing of a Canzonetta from States.
Friml, declared her to be an artist,
Remember the name Doan's and
rot only a cold formal, technical In- take no other.
terpreter of the composer, but one
who entered into the spirit of the
composition that breathed of the TyPROFESSIONAL
CARDS
rolean mountains, as the Polonaise
had spoken of the Polish longing for
freedom and joy. The ease of manATTORNEYS AT LAW
a
ner, a beautiful stage presence,
most magnetic smile, together with
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
the poetic temperament and artistic - Attorney and Counselor at Law.
perfection of tne interpretation, enRooms
thused the audience and will give Mrs. Capital City Bank Building,
Henderson a warm welcome should
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
she again favor a Santa Fe audience
Assistant District Attorney, First
with her presence and art. The play- Judicial District.
ers were all given hearty encores and
;

Vieux-tcmp-

Foster-Milbur-

17-1- 8

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

--

Attorneys-.it-La-

--

"S'

-

Practice in rae Distri Court a
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the territory.

X

Las Cruces,

SHORTEST LINE TO

enver, Colorado

Springs and Pueblo

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT

NEW

MEXICAN BUILDING

OR

UNION

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point
Ranked

V

Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
lieautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37 u0
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day. but little rain or snow during the
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAKOON. Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,

Hotel Arrivals.

Palace.
and Mrs. Charles H. Carey.
Portland. Oregon.
and W. A. FINLEY.
Miss Carey, Portland, Oregon.
For particulars and illustrated caJ. A. Runnisell, Charleston, W. Va.
talogues address:
M. A. Gonzales, Ahiquiu.
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,
George W. Armijo, City.
AV. P.
Superintendent
Freeman, City.
Clarence T. Johnson, Denver.
Dr. R. Russell and
Mrs. Russell,
Westminster, Colo.
H. P. Cronk, Holyoke, Colo.
Rev. L. Delovelle, Penasco.
Horse
RemovLouis C. Collins and Mrs. Collins,
His
New Mexico.
Chicago.
I am
Montezuma.
arranging to change my business location from Cedat
E. A. Reilly, Hutchinson.
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
J. S. Harris, City.
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
R. E. Curry, Albuquerque.
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to
with
A. W. McDermick, St. Louis.
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks correspond
or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls J. F. He'chtmau, Globe, Ariz.
W. J. Kiess, Johnstown, Pa.
and Registered Shropshire Bucks at very reasonable
Please
Al C. Berry. Johnstown, Pa.
prices.
me.
If not in need yourself, please tell
write
J. S. Lea, Roswell.
your neighbors.
W. DeCLOW.
Dr. I. J. Biskind, Cleveland, O.
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar
E. C. Pegg, City.
la
Rapids,
I have
J. C. Kauffman, Alamosa.
recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
Jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rap-IdJ. A. Applebaum, Louisville, Ky.
la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
J. T. Gibbons, New York City.
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.
H. J. Egan, Trinidad.
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo.
J. H. O'Rielly, Albuquerque.
C. F. Miller, Chicago.
Let Him Know Jt rr you are out ot
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Carl Young, Ann Arbor, Mich.
a position, you must let the employer
of
Department
Coronado.
the
Interior.
know it. A wact advertisement In the
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
H. Martinez, Truchas.
New Mexican will reach every busiWilliam G. Mills and .Mrs. Mills, St.
January 11. 1912.
ness and professional man in the citj Ccpy in
to Pecos Forest. wins.
Triplicate
and county and a great many in the
.Notice is hereby given that Fred
Coconino Alert, St. Louis.
territory. If yon have any special tal- iCIokey, of Glorieta, X. M., who, on
Antonio C. de Baca, Santa Rosa.
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
June 2, 1906, made homestead
Xo.
for Lot 4, Sec. 3, Lot 1, FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COM
Sec. 4, T. 15 X., and SE
SE1-4- ,
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
POUND.
16 N., Range 11 is a reliable family medicine. Give it
10WnsnP
"?n.?J'
Xtisfaction
because
give
the
Btaya
has Bled notice to your children and take it yourself
: Me"dianalways do the work. J. T.
when you feel a cold coming on. It
Bremen, Ga.. says: i have used FcW Li?
11
f final fl?
checks and cures coughs and colds
and croup and prevents bronchitis
and pneumonia.
For sale by all

5si ft

Mr.

W. L. DeCLOW,
America's Largest
and Jack Importer,
Business to
ing

Blatant!,'.,

all
trou-

Try a New Mexican "Want Ad.
;
brings results,

-

Z

.r

1012.

Claimant names as witnesses:
R. N. Clokey, Albino Encinias, Carlos Garcia and Fidencio Garcia, all of
Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
" '::
Register.

Are You a SellerT A& advertisement In the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
on fhe market effectively. It will put
the facts of your property before th'
eyes of all possible buyeta.

V

r

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney
Practice in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe.
New Mexico

'I

G. W. PR1CHARD

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice In all thp District Courf
and give? speciat attention to case
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe. N. M.
C. W. Q. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y

For San Miguel and Mora Counties

18

Vegas,

New Mexicc.

HARRY

D.

MOULTON

Attorney-at-La-

Miss Mary McFie, Daughter of
Judge and Mrs. John R. McFie, Whose
Musical Recital Last Evening at the Elks' Wss an Artistic
Triumph. -

Santa Xe, N. M.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
EASLEY & EASLPY.
to its feet and stood while from the all four
Attorneys at Law.
responded generously.
na-rPractice in th courts soa befor
came rortn the strains of "The
The audience was a distinguished
Scar Spangled Banner."
and appreciative one and included Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Such songs have power to quiet
Governor and .Mrs. McDonald and
Santa Fe, N. M.. branch Office EsUn- The restless pulse of care,
daughter, being the first time they
cla, N. M.
And come like the benediction
have appeared at a public affair since
the inauguration.
That follows after prayer.
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Miss McFie opened her part of the
Attorneys-at-Law- .
program with three lyrics:
"When
Fair
Practice in ail the Courts and Be
Tonight and tomorthe Swallows Homeward Fly," not set row are Sunday
to be as fair as has been ev- fore the Interior Department.
to the old German melody but to a
ery one of the past ten days, accordTaos,
New Mexico.
broader
interpretation by White: ing to the prediction of the Weather
"Harmony", by Del Riego and "The Eureau. The maximum temperature
STOCKMAN KILLED FOR
H. L. ORTIZ.
BREAKING QUARANTINE Year's at the Spring," by Beach, the jesterday was 41 degrees, the miniAttorney and counselTor-at-Lalast named giving full sway to Miss mum 19 degrees.
Practicing before all the court m
Texans Goaded By Fear of Meningitis McFie's powers. It is in the second
the Territory.
part, however, that she reached her
Murder George Lock on His
Santa Fe
New Uptim
heights, first in two songs she renMother's Porch.
dered in German, one by Tsehaikow-sky- :
JOSE C. ESPINOSA,
"Only He Who Longing Knows,"
(By Pppcial Leased Wire to New Moxlcan)
Attorney at Law.
Austin, Texas, Jan. 20. George with all the depth of German sadness,
Santa Fe. New Mpx1pci
Lock was killed today for alleged vio and the other by Haile, full of tender
Practices before all the courts of
romance
and
"In
sentiment:
the
the State.
lation of the meningitis quarantine
CT.itte.ring Moonlight Swaying),"
Office with B. M. Read, Esq.
at Buda, Texas, according to a report
the
Aria "My Heart at Thy
by
received by the sheriff here.
Sweet Voice," from Samson and DeMRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
Lock, a stockman, was en route to lilah, in which Miss McFie's dramatic For Fourteen Years. Restored
Public Stenographer
Buda to see his mother, when he was power was
apparent. It was at the To Health by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Santa Fe, N. M.
warned not to enter the town. He conclusion of this aria that the enRooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
was killed on the porch of his moth core
Vegetable
brought the vocalist out again,
Phone Red 162.
er's home.
this time to sing to her own accomCompound.
paniment: "The Rosary." Somehow,1
PROBERT & COMPANY
at"d,ienCe seeme?to
Elgin, 111- .-" After fourteen years of
Investments
?.6
Bufferine everything from
female com-se- lf
nlnn1
I
Latrls, Ml nee, Bonds & Stocki.
or
into
was
i.t
MBS,
Money Loaned for Investors
fair picture her profile presented
restored to health.
We have for sale general stoctrs ot
Sfated
at
the piano.
blending
employed the Merchandise,
Retail Lumber Tartf
BROKE
DOWN with the sentiment of the song, that
best doctors and and
other Businea
seemed to proclaim: "What went beOpportunities
even went to the j
Taos county.
fore was an and song but here is soul
throughout
treatfor
hospital
j Gives the Real Facts In Regard to and
Bank References Furnished.
song." Other selections by Miss
ment and was told
. , . . .
McFie were: "Dearest," a tender, en
New Mexico.
nertase ana leiis now Mie
there was no help for Taoi,
little
"Down
gem
treating
by
me.
Homer;
But
while
takSuffered.
in the, Forest," a study in
expression
ing Lydia E. Pink- Joneshoro, Ark. "I suffered a comham's Vegetable
appealed because of its soft,
plete break down in health, some time diminuendo cadences, and "Summer,"
Compound I began RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
to improve and I
ago," writes Mrs. A. McGill, from this by Chaminade, a song poem of wild,
AVE
place. "I was very weak and could joyous abandon. No artist could have continued its use until I was made well."
Phone, 220 Red
not do any work. I tried different giouped three songs more effectively -- Mrs. Henry Leiseberg,743 Adams St
to bring out all of the charms of the
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
feel it
Kearneysville, W. Va.-- "I
remedies, but they did me no good.
In conclusion, "Invocations" duty to write and say what Lvdia my
One day, I got a bottle of Cardui. It voice.
E.
by de Hardelot, was pleasing from Pinkham's
Phone, 237 Black
did me so much good, I was
Compound has
surprised. the vocal standpoint as it was- also done for me.Vegetable
I suffered from female
anu looit some more.
OFFICE
HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M
because of the accompaniment
by weakness and at times felt so miserable
Before I took Cardui, I had headache
harp, violin and piano, which brought I could hardly endure being on my feet
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
and backache, and sometimes I would out rich
harmonies that otherwise
"After taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
Dentist
cry for hours. Now I am over all that, would have been silent.
Surely, it Vegetable Compound and following your
Over Spitz's Jewelry Stoie.
and can do all kinds of housework. I was an artistic
triumph for the young special directions, my trouble is
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
think It is the greatest medicine on singer, the more gratifying, because
fail to express my thankfulness.
earth."
I recommend your medicine to all my Phone Red 6.
she is a Santa Fe girl.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 6 p. m.
In the past fifty years, thousands of
friends." Mrs. G. B. Whittington.
Mrs. Cunningham.
And by Appointment
ladies have written, like Mrs. McGill,
The above are only two of the thouMrs. Charles Cunningham
played
to tell of the benefit received from
sands
of
herself
into
which
conletters
are
the
grateful
hearts
of
hearher
Cardui.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Such testimony, from earnest women, ers with the first bars of Lora Vale stantly being received by the Pinkham
Physician and Surgeon.
Medicine
cn
of
the
Company
Lynn,Mass.,which
harp, this ancient and most
surely Indicates the great value of this
Office and Residence
'Washlngto
tonic remedy, for diseases peculiar to poetic of instruments, that harks back show clearly what great things Lydia E.
Ave. next door to Public Library,
women. Are you a sufferer? Yes?
to the days of David, the psalmist. It Pinkham's Vegetable Compound does
Office Joutb 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. ai
Cardui is the medicine you need.
was a picture of Greek simplicity and for those who suffer from woman's ills. 2
We urge you to try It.
tfi i p. m. Evenings.
that
the
roesy
adrlce
and
her instru
write to
player
NJ""
Phone Black 47.
Ladles' Advisory
F?"!!"
E.
Pinkham
medicine
ment
Co.
l)
presented. "Home Sweet Home," Ijdja
Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special
Mass.
JnrMiction. and
letter
lour
lynn,
book. "Home Treatment a medley of patriotic songs that
will
inlor Vi omen, sent in plain wrapper, on request.
be opened, read and answered by a
Try a New Mexican want ad. It
cluded "Dixie." "My Country Tis of woman
and Held in strict confidence. brings results.
i

season.

cneenully recommend them to
sufferers for kidney and bladder
ble." For sale by all druggisfc

"Checkers" is a fascinating racing
comedy of a purely American type. It
iu.s received most generous
praise
wherever seen, not only for the excellence of its production and company,
but for its newness and cleanliness of
plot; its crisp, fresh dialogue and its
rich humor.

Found Guilty of Murder.
"Guilty of murder in the first degree," was the verdict returned by
the big audiences at the Xationa!
theater last week against The Missou
ri Girl and her associates and the
company was duly sentenced to play
a return date at the same theater
tarly in the fall.
The verdict occasioned much merriment as the murdered
parties,
Messrs.
Gloom, Despondencv
and
Blues were not very popular in this
community.
It is decidedly refreshing in these
days of cheap vaudeville and picture
mows e.u ub permuted to witness a
performance of such merit as the
one given by The Missouri Girl Com
pany the past week.
Besides a very interesting plot, the
comedy is simply immense, and the
writer can safely guarantee that it
will cause any grouchy individual to
come out of it" in the first art .inrt
seasons.
This coming engagement he will be more than
willing to
be the coniuanv's first in th;A
IB
hiou al, tv.,'
" w.- - nut nftoi. th i.,e,
tililL !.
lty and the production will be iden-- i really worth while.
me same as seen n tho
(J. D. B.) in Chicago Record-Herald- .

New Mexico Military
of the Southwest"
by United States War Department as "Distinguished
Institution." Army officers detailed by Wai

Checkers.
Cheer up! "Checkers" is coming.
It will be here next week at the Elks'
theater and with it will come the
practically complete Xew York company which played twenty
engagements in that city, during the last six

New Mexico.
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Like Governor McDonald He
Is Overrun by Office
Seekers.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mexico City, Jan. 20. Doubtless
the time will come when Mexico's
national theater, the construction of
which was commenced seven years
ago, will be completed, hut it may
to
already be styled a monument
graft.
Beautiful in its outlines and containing the best materials obtainable,
Mexicans have long told strangers
with justifiable pride that it was to
be the most magnificent playhouse on
the American continent, adding that
its cost when completed would be
pesos. Now the government is
v.aiting for the reports of its experts
to know just what part of this sum
has been wasted and what part can
be saved without altering the plans
of the architect.
The investigators turned up information that has resulted in the arrest
of the chief mason who is charged
with having carried away enough
building material to enable him to
erect a few private residences for
himself. He denies the charge.
Within the first week of tlie year
the investigators claim to have found
proof of frauds amounting to 200,000
They allege that supposed
solid cement parts specified in the
ccntracts have been made with gravel
ceres and the contractors paid $15.50
Mexican currency, a meter, when the
material supplied cost about $4.75. A
division with those "higher up" is
hinted at. Carrara marble, which figures largely in the construction of the
building, appears to have been sold
and resold to the government.
But there is another problem
with the heater that is worrying the government officials more
than that of the suspected graft. The
In spite of the
building is sinking.
honest opinions of skilled and experienced engineers, it appears some one
made a mistake in his calculations.
The building covers the greater part
nf p hlneU The subsoil nf the canital
is the bed of an ancient lake and at
a depth of six or eight feet water is
encountered and below nothing but
mud for a great depth. The engineers
decided to utilize the floating base,
constructed of layers of steel beams
joined in one great bed of cement. On
this steel and concrete base sunk
twenty feet or more below the surface
the structure was reared. The theory of the engineers was that if it
sank at all, it would do so uniformly
and that scores, possibly hundreds of
years would pass before the subsidence was perceptible.
The following figures just taken
show how far from correct the calcu-
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Cathedral.
National Theater at Mexico
21, 1912. Third
January
Sunday
Declared to Be a Monuafter the Epiphany.
First Mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
ment to Both
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M.

Second Mass at 9:30 a. m. Sermon
in English.
Third Mass at 10:30 a. m. Sermon
in Spanish.
Lady of Guaaaiuoe.
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass
9:30 a. m.
Church of the Holy Faith.
Third Sunday after the Epiphany.
Services: Holy Communion, S a. m.
Morning prayer and sermon, 11 a. m.
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m. It is the
duty of every member to attend thee
services.
Strangers in the city are
always welcome.
Moses, Abraham, David and many
others in the old days, heard God's
We are apt to
voice and obeyed.
suppose it was easier for them to hear
and obey than it is for us. Was it?
The sermon will be preached from
the words of the Soth Psalm "I will
harken what the Lord God will say
concerning me."
A Little Sermon on Faith.
(By Rev. J. W. Heal.)
Jesus Christ, the Good Shepherd,
assures us that he not only knows his
sheep, but that they know him. This

accounts for the fact that, in the
midst of much that is disquieting and
which trys their faith to the utmost,
Christ's sheep never lose confidence
in Him. The rest of the world maybe ignorant of God and His ways;
they may doubt His goodness, his
care. His love for them! or even His
But not so with
very existence.
Christ's own sheep. He knows them,
and they know Him. They know Him
They
just as friend knows friend.
all do not know Him to the same extent or degree, but they all know Him
in the same way: they know Him as
a Friend.
And just as when we make
an earthly friend, we don't jump into
His confidence at. a bound, nor take
but friend- Him into ours at once;
ship grows, and is made strong and
enduring by natural acts of love. So
here: The longer the friendship lasts'.
the more it is tested by need, the
stronger it becomes.
None of Christ's sheep know Him
fully at first. They are all more or
less suspicious of Him; afraid of Him;
doubtful of whether He could love
such as they know themselves to be.
Yet the longer they know Him the
more they confide in Him, the more
they test His love the deeper and
stronger their faith in Him becomes.

in Santa Fe was by the
in
October
Nicholson,
1K50.
Mr. Nicholson was sent out
by our church about the same time
the Baptists and Presbyterians scut
out their first man, just after New
Mexico was ceded to the
United
States.
The charge was served from
to 1S70 by Rev. Nicholson. Dr. I).
V. Love and Rev. J. L. Dyer in order.
These men remained hut a short time
and the work was abandoned
for
r. any years, owing to the fact that
many of the members were attaches
of the army and when the army was
the church was disconremoved,
tinued.
Rev. Thomas Harwood, D.
I).. now a resident of Albuquerque,
frequently visited the city and preached
In 1SS0, Rev. H. H. Hall reorganized the work and soon after his
a: rival commenced the church building, which stands on lower San Francisco St.
This building was dedicated by Rev. David H. More, of Denver University, April 17, 1SS1. From
1S.S1 the work was served, in order,
by Rev. H. M. Hackney, J. M. Davidson, G. S. Hubbs, Dr. Stoughton, O.
J. More, G. P. Fry, C. I. Mills, G. S.
Madden, and A. A. Hyde, until 1900
when W. A. Cooper was appointed to
the charge.
It was during the pastorate of Rev.
Cooper that the present building, on
Don Caspar avenue, was commenced,
but the new church project suffered a
setback owing to the
In the
diought of 1903 and 1904.
spring of 1905, Rev. J. L. Shively began the work of securing funds for
the purpose of finishing and furnish- -
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Wanted A girl for general housework. Address X, New Mexican.
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SALE New Upton Upright
bargain. Adolf Seligman.
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house, 367
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SELF HEATING Gaso-in1c.
Saves time. Sell
lirs.
themselves.
Deposit $2.50; exclusive
rights. Modern Lighting Co., 256 Jefferson, Detroit, Mich.
ROOM S" For
ENTne," ThreeT
or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
tor rent at 237 Washington avenue.
Large, handsome dining room, exceptionally r;ice and well suited for
hoarders.
TYPEWRfTERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and fRip
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
an7 rented. Standard makes bandied.
All repair work and typewrites guar.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExinteeiJ
change. Phone 231.
Flat-iron-
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FOR SALE Sinper
Sewing Machine with laiest. attachments. New.
4J
A bargain.
Many St.

7

-

i

Furnished

j.AJ

j

ST. JOHN'S

M.

E.

CHURCH.

ting on said portion of San Francisco
street, the several sums hen
and said several sums so
assessed are hereby declared to be
a personal
liability which sha'l be
discharged and paid with interest and
penalties as herein provided by said
several owners, and a lien is hereby
declared and fixed upon each of said
several lots or pieces of property to
secure the payment of the sums assessed against the same with interest
and penalties which may be enforced
against the said premises and the
owners thereof as provided by law
and the ordinances of said city.
The said owners and the lots or
speetively, and the amount of the respective assessment hereinafter made
against each owner and his property
are named, described and fixed as follows:
that CHAS.
Manuel C. de Baca, owner,
certain lot or piece of land situate on
the north side of said portion of San
Francisco street, bounded on the east
by lands of Mrs. Joseph Hersch, on
the west by lands of Leo Hersch, and
having a frontage of 58 feet, on said
street,
portion of San Francisco

vcted ,to the administering and partaking of the Lord's Supper. Epworth
League at 6:30 followed by evening
worship at 7:30. After the sermon
Sunday night, the second quarterly
conference will convene.
A cordial invitation to attend these
services, is extended to the public.
JAMES MYRON SHIMER.

tion of the members and friends of
St. John's Church, we shall be able
to carry forward to greater glory the
work that our
have., so
nobly begun.
Sunday Jan. 21, 1912.
Sunday School at 9:45. Preaching
services at 11:00 o'clock; sermon by
Rev. S. Alonzo Bright, D. D. A part
of the morning services will be de- s

inatter-mentione-

Pastor.

Fraternal Societies

jurisfendant, in any court having
City Council Proceedings.
Santa Fe, X. M., Jan. 2, 1911. diction, for the collection of said
MASONIC.
Council met in regular session at assessment, together with interest,
Montezuma
Lodge
co'-tand penalties and the enforce-n8 o'clock p. m., with Mayor SeMgman
No. 1. 4.. F. & A. M.
i !
and foreclosure of said liens
in the chair. Upon roll call the folRegular communis
lowing members were found present: on said premises in the same niiti-- r
cation first Monday
as
the
row
for
forecb
'.lie
provided
Councilmen Alarid,
Moya,
Lopez,
of each month at
:
on
an
he
real
o'
Council
estate,
Ortiz and Wheelon. Absent
mortgages
a
Hall
Masonic
shall diligently prosecute
said suit,
men Baca, Armijo and Gable.
7.30.
There being a quorum present the and all sums collected or realized
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
from payments made to the city upon
council proceeded to business.
E. LINNET! . Secretary.
or
the
said
collected
assessments
of
13th,
The miuutes
by
September
and October 10th, were read and ap city thereon by suit or otherwise,
' S
I
Sania Fe Chapter Ne.
shall be paid to the owner or holder
proved.
1. R. A. M.
Regular
The reports of the City Treasurer, of said lien.
convocation second
of
Passed
and
the
2nd
and
Street
day
approved
Marshal,
City Clerk, City
Monday of each month
Commissioner were read and referred January, 1912.
at Masonic Hall al
ARTHUR
SEL1GMAN,
to the Finance Committee.
7:30 p. m.
Mayor. $180.54;
George S. Blunt reported that since Attest:
JOHN II. WALKER,
T. P. DELGADO,
his last report he had laid 1,389 lin
Mrs Joseph Hersch, owner, that
H. P.
City Clerk.
ear ieet oi siuewaiK.
certain lot or tract of hind on the ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Ordi1
An
"An
ordinance
entitled
was
then
taken
No.
up,
Ordinance
of San
north side of that portion
l.anc.e to levy assessment upon lots Francisco street, bounded on the east
as follows:
X,'.w'5l"Vrf
Sacta Fe Commander
and pieces of property abutting upon by land of the Dclgados and on the
Ordinance No. 1.
No. 1, K. T. Regular
An ordinance entitled "An Ordi Don Gaspar avenue in the
City of west by the land of Manuel C. de Baca
conclave fourth Monnance to levy assessment upon h sania re, .ew Mexico, lor uie pur.;and naving a frontage of 79.5 feet on
day in each month at
and pieces of property abutting upon pose of paying the costs of sidewalk t))at 1)0rtion of saili San Francisco
Masonic Hall at 7: SO
a
lien
and
Don Caspar Avenue in the City ol improvements,
fixing
upon;st and that cer(aln tract or parcel of
Santa Fe, New Mexico, for the pur- each parcel of said property and to;land on the gouth of that orfion ot
CHAS. A. WHEELON, B. C.
pose of paying the costs of sidewalk secure the payment of the assessment said gau Fl.ancisco stre(lt bounded W. E.
GRIFFIN, Recorder.
!
assess-and
said
a
lien
and
declaring
upon
thereon,
fixing
improvements,
the eagt by ,an(s of Fred Lopez
a personal liability and claim and on ,he
each parcel of said property, and to
Wgt by SandovaI street
Santa Fe i)dge ot
owners
St. Polycarp, the pupil of St. John,
said
of
the
several
secure the payment of the assessment against
and having a frontage of 4u feet,
Perfection No. 1, 14tk
God
in
served
coland Bishop of Smyrna,
San
Francisco
said
thereon, and declaring said assess- property, and providing for the
of
)hat nnrtinn
,
degree. Ancient and AcREV S. ALONZO BRIGHT,
peace many years; but at last, in
ments a personal liability and claim lection and enforcement thereof."
street, $309.20.
cepted Scottish Rite ol
Councilman Alarid moved that ihe
his old age, in the great persecution Superintendent New Mexico English against the several owners of said
See. :t. The amount
so assessed
Free
Masonry meet! on
Mission.
under Marcus Aurelius, he suffered
be
read
second
and
Ordinance
third
collecfor
the
property, and providing
BhaH he a ,ien
sm.h ,otg m. par. the third Monday of each monta
time by title prepartory to its
martyrdom by being burned alive.
tion and enforcement thereof."
of ,and and j tn game be no at 7:30 o'clock in the evening lm
The procounsul, we aTe told, implored
Be it ordained by the City Council sage, motion was duly seconded ana paid within thirty days after the pasMasonic Hall, louth Bide of Plaia.
him to save his life, and to set the ir.g the church.
carried.
As a result of these of the City of Santa Fe:
sage of this ordinance, it shall be the
Christ. labors, St. John's Methodist Church
of
The Ordinance was then read sec- duty of the City Clerk of said city Visiting Fcotish. Rite Masons are correnouncing
Sec. 1. That, whereas, the City Coun
example
Invited to attend.
"Swear," said he, "and I will dismiss as it now stands was dedicated Sun- - cil of said city has by resolution or ond and third time by title.
to make out and sign, attest with the dially
8. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
r day, June 24, 1905, by Dr. Buchtel, ordinance ordered the improvement
Councilman Alarid moved that the iical of said
you. "Revile Christ?" Polycarp
record
file
and
for
city,
Venerable Matter,
plied: "Eighty and six years have I chancellor of Denver University. Only ot Don Gaspar Avenuee by the con Ordinance do now pass.
in the office of the Probate Clerk and
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
The roll was called and the vote
served Him and he never forsook me. those who, through the years of strug struction on each side thereof of
a
Recorder of the county,
How can I then blaspheme my King?" gle have built their faith and prayers brick or cement sidewalks.
Secretary.
l6ing unanimous in the affirmative, claim or lien therefor; and all subThat is how Christ's sheep know into it, can fully know all that it Whereas, after notice as required the ordinance duly passed.
or
mortgagees
sequent
purchasers,
B. P. O. E.
Ordinance No. 2 was then taken up, encumbrances of such lots or
Him.
Every day they live draws stands for.
by Chapter 54, of the Laws of the Ter
parcels
Santa Fe Lodge No.
them closer to Him, and makes them
in ritory of New Mexico of 1899, and the as follows:
The charge has been served,
of land shall take the same subject
love Him more.
460, B. P. O. E. holde
Ordinance No. 2.
Polycarp might not order, by Rev. E. C. Anderson, C. F. ordinances of said city, the owners
to such lien, interest and cost there- ita regular session on
An Ordinance entitled, "An Ordi-- i ot. as
and J. M, of the hereinafter described lots or
B. F. Summers
Lucas,
law.
lation was: The southeast corner has have been so sure of Christ in the
by
provided
86 Shimer, the present pastor.
the second and fourth
parcels of real estate abutting on the nance to levy an assessment and de
Passed and approved this 2nd day
sunk a trifle more than half a meter; first days of his discipleship, but
with Christ
of eactt
of Don Gaspar clare a lien upon lots and pieces ofej:
Wednesday
The present officers of the church aforesaid
portions
the northwest corner has gone down years of friendship
jauuary jgi
month. Visiting brothr
Like St. Paul, he are as follows:
Avenue have failed to build or con- property amuting on san rraucisco
1.0825 meters: the northeast corner made him sure.
ARTHUR S ELI G MAN,
era are inviteo aad
street, for the purpose of paying theiltegt
Bishop William A. Quayle, D. D., struct the sidewalks as required.
has sunk 0.818 and the southwest cor knew Him- whom he had trusted.
Mayor.
welcome.
and
T. P. DELGADO,
And, whereas, therefore, the side costs of paving improvements,
ner 0.833 meter. Every earthquake "Finding,- following, keeping Strug LL. D., residence Oklahoma City.
CARL A. BISHOP.
gling
Superintendent S. Alonzo Bright, walks have been constructed and built fixing a lien upon parcels of said prophas caused the structure to settle a
City Clerk.
Exalted Ruler.
Is He sure to bless?
residence Albuquerque.
An ordinance entitled "An Ordi J. D. SENA,
by order of the city council of the erty, and to secure the payment of
bit lower, and the shock of June 7
Secretary.
Stewards W. H. Kennedy, ' J. B. City of Santa Fe as provided by stat- the assessment thereon, and to de- - nance to levy an assessment and de
lowered one part of the building 25 Saints, Apostlps, prophets, martvrs
Mrs, ute in such cases.
clare said assassments a personal lia- - c;are a ien u,,0n lots and pieces of
Answer, "Yes."
Sloan, Mrs. C. L. Stephenson,
millimeters.
F. W. FARMER
First Presbyterian Church.
Laura Hindsley, Mrs. H. S. Lutz, C. And, whereas, the construction or bility and claim against the several property abutting upon San Francisco
of engineers has
A commission
Homestead No.
A. Enderle.
(B. Z. McCollough, Minister,)
of sidewalks has been com- owners of said property and a lien street, for the purpose of paying the
building
now been instructed to make an ex2879.
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m. Fred Mc- - Recording Steward J. B. Slofin.
upon said property, nd providing for costs of paving improvements, ana
pleted;
amination and .report the best meth
P.ride superintendent. Morning worGeo. M. Kinsell, M. T.
Brotherhood
of
Trustees
Therefore, Be It Further Ordained: the collection and enforcement there- fixing a lien upon parcels of said
od of preventing further damage.
American Yeomen
ship, 11 a. m. Sermon by the pastor. Dunlavy, F. L. Frazier, W. H. KenSec. 2.
That there shall be and of.
Madero Hard on Saloons.
property and to secure the payment
Meets
Second,
Be It Ordained, By the City Council of the assessment thereon, and to dePresident Madero is a friend of the Theme "A Dog and a String." Ves nedy, C. O. Harrison, Geo. F. Meek, hereby is expressly assessed against
4:15 p. m. Subject "And A. G. Whittier.
each of the several owners herein-ra- l of the City of Santa Fe:
and Fourth Taun
clare said assessment a personal liapoor, but not of the "poor man's per services,
both
at
music
Special
sums so assessed are hereby
Section 1. That, whereas, the City bility and claim against the several
Superintendent Sunday School Dr,
dink." Through one of his cabinet all Liars."
days. Fireman's
The Christian Endeavor C. O. Harrison.
named and their several lots ot Council of said city has by resolution owners of said property and a lien
Hall. H. Foreman,
posts ne has promulgated an order services.
after Vespers.
League-M- iss
Superintendent Junior
pieces of property owned by them or ordinance ordered the improve-- j upon said property and providing for
A. E. P. Robinson,
that hereafter dealers in pulque must meets immediately
Instead
described ment of San Francisco street, between the collection and enforcement
Maria Carmon.
Cor. Sec. Fred F.
close their doors at 6 p. m. instead of Theme "Aims that Count."
respectively hereinafter
on
of
midweek
O.
services
the
President Epworth League
regular
and Galisteo streets, by the .of."
7 o'clock, and on Sundays and feast
Alaria.
abutting on said portions of the said
serSchofield.
Don Gaspar Avenue, the several sums construction of brick pavement on
Councilman Wheelon
moved that
days the closing 'hour will be noon Wednesday, special evangelistic
'
President Ladies' Aid Mrs. C.
said street; and
hereinafter mentioned and said
the Ordinance be read second and
instead of 2 p. m. The tax on "pulque vices will then begin at 7:45 p. m.
Santa Fe Cams
is cordially invited. Come Stephenson.
to be a personal liability which
Whereas, after notice, as required third time by title prepartory to its
13514, M. W. A.
shops" has also been increased some Everyone
SoinLord
us
thou
hath
for
with
the
Woman's
with
spoken
and
Ter--i
President
42
Missionary
shall be discharged
of the Laws of the
paid
33 per cent.
meets second Tuesby Chapter
passage which motion was duly
Israel.
of New Mexico of 1903. and onded and carried,
terest and penalties as herein provided
ciety Mrs. A. J. Teare.
day each month, a
Thought Evans Was a Prize Fighter. gr.odSt.concerningMethodist
John's
Episcopal
The Ordinance was then read sec- Organist Miss Maude Hancock.
by said several owners and a lien is the ordinances of said city, the own- cial meeting tLlrJ
The late Rear Admiral Evans prob-EblChurch.
Chorister W. C. Wade.
at Elks
never knew how near he came to
hereby declared and fixed upon each of ers of the hereinafter described lots ond and third time by title.
Tuesday
The first Methodist sermon ever We trust that, through the coopera- said several lots or pieces of property i0i parcels of real estate abutting on
Councilman Wheelon moved that
Hall. Via ting nelgih
being challenged to a prize fight durto secure payment of the sums asses- - the aforesaid portions of San Fran - lthe Ordinance do now pass.
bors welcome.
ing the visit to Mexico which he made
sed against the same with interest cisco street, have failed to construct,! The roll was called and the vote
He had
soon after he was retired.
L. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
and penalties which may be enforced! or pay for the construction
of the! being unanimous in the affirmative, CHAS. A. RISING. ClerV.
been heralded as "Fighting Bob," and
against the said premises and the pavement of said street as required ;. the ordinance was duly passed.
r
upon his advent his exploits formed
owners thereof as hereinafter provid - !and
The report of the Finance Com City of Santa Fe, on Don Gaspar and
the one topic of conversation in sported. The said owners and the lots or
Whereas, heretofore the said pave - :mittee in auditing the accounts for Manhattan avenues, and recommeded
ing as well as in other circles.
pieces of property owned by them re ment has been constructed by order the quarter ending December 31, 1911, that the same be approved by the
Among those who listened was a lospectively and the amount of the re- of the City Council of the City of San- - was received, together with therecom- - Council.
cal aspirant for pugilistic honors who
has since learned more of the game
spective assessments hereinafter made ta Fe, as provided by statute in such mendation that the same be ap- Upon motion duly seconded the rej
in the United States. His knowledge
against each owner and his property cases; and
proved by the council and that the port of the City Engineer was duly
are named, aescrmea anu nxea asi wnereas, the construction of such Mayor and Clerk be instructed to approved and the Mayor and Clerk
of affairs was limited, and it did not
follows,
occur to him that the title of "Fight'
were authorized to approve the said
paving has been completed; therefore, issue warrants for same.
x
Chas. W. Lamborn, (owner) Lots 25 Be It Ordained,
. Upon roll call the report of the plat and have the same filed.
ing Bob" could have been earned outSec. 2. That there shall be
and Finance Committee together with its
and 24 in Block 2 of the Capital Adrecomside the prize ring. The talk aroused
The City Engineer also
dition to the City of Santa Fe, New hereby is .expressly assessed against .'recommendations
was
be
his jealousy and finally summoning
unanimously mended that an iron man-holeach of the several owners hereinafter': approved.
Mexico, $39.40;
all his courage, he confided to his
placed on lower San Francisco street,
B. S. Reed (or unknown owner), named, and their several
lots orj The City Engineer then made a as well as on Water street.
friends that he had determined to
Lot 5 in Block "A," of the Berardanel - ' pieces of property owned by them re - favorable report in regard to the plat
have it out with the foreigner as soon
It was moved and seconded that
li Addition to the City of Santa Fe, speetively hereinafter described abut- - of the Collingwood Addition to the the improvements
for this year be
as a bout could 'be arranged. The
i
New Mexico. $21.00;
made on Don Gaspar avenue.
jcke was passed around the capital
J. H. Britton (or unknown owner)
before the defender of Mexico's sportThe Mayor was authorized to call
Lots 7 and S, Block "C," of the Berar-danelfor bids for a bridge across Arroyo
ing honor was let into it.
Addition, to the City of Santa
Tenorios.
President's Relatives Go Traveling.
Fe, New Mexico, $45.25.
Two sisters and a brother of Mexi
The Council instructed the Clerk
The fly, with spongy feet, collects the invisible germs of diseo
S. C. France (or unknown owner)
to count and offer for sale the reco's president expect to sail before the
them over our food and ooisons us with tvDhoid and cholera. The m
Lots 3. 4. 5 and 6, in Block "B
vised ordinances at $1.00 a copy.
end of January from San Francisco
b"e "njects into our veins malaria and yellow fever. The bacteria of
Addition to the Citv of! '?s
The City Marshal was instructed
for Japan, from where they will visit
tion or
for us ,0 breathe nto our lun&
present
everywhere
b,ood
Thj
to abate the nuisance maintained by
banta re, New Mexico, jiti.ou.
before their return via New York al
which flows through our veins and arteries is our protection. It should contain
Sec. 3. The City Clerk of the City healthy red and white blood corpuscles capable of warding off these disease
most every capital of Europe and Asia.
the La Salle Restaurant and to close
of Santa Fe is hereby
directed to germs. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery is a blood medicine end alterative
the place unless the proprietor made
Emilio Madero, who gained
promi
make and issue to the person or per- made entirely without alcohol, a pure glyceric extract of bloodroot, golden seal,
He
the proper sewer connections.
nence during the revolution by per
sons entitled thereto special tax bills Oregon grape root, queen's root, mandrake and stone root, which has enjoyed a was also ordered to investigate the
sonally leading an army of insurgents
inover
lor
be
food
years.
torty
reputation
refreshing
on Water street,
duly certified against the aforesaid
has been named to present to the
Berger property
fluence of this extract is like Nature's influence
the blood
several lots or pieces of property and
which has been reported unsafe.
Mikado the thanks of this country for
is bathed in the tonio which gives Iiie to the blood
the
ihe owners thereof for the amounts
The City Council authorized the
vital fires of the body burn brighter and their increased
Japan's participation in the centennial
of the respective assessments against
celebration in 1910. His sisters, who
activity consumes the tissue rubbish which has accumulated
City Attorney to bring suit against
the same with interest and penalties
all persons who have not paid their
during the winter.
accompany him, are the Misses An"About forty years airo while in Newark. New Jersey. I had chills
fts provided by Chapter 54 of the Laws
road tax.
Eela and Mercedes. This commis
and fever," writes Kk. Michael, Macuirb. of National Military Home,
of the Territory of New Mexico of
There being no further business
sion had been given to Porflrio Diaz,
I went to Kansas City ami in tbo
Kans.
of liiTT the chills and
fever returned. Doctors and everything I tried failed to do me Rood.
j869.
the Council adjourned.
Jr.
I
saw
Dr.
Golden
Pierce's
Medical
took
I
Finally
Discovery advertised.
9
Sec. 4. That the owner or holder of
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
one bottle of it and the chills vanished. In about a year afterward
Bothered By Job Hunters.
I felt them comlnjr back bo I got another bottle and have never had
the said liens created against such
Attest:
Bothered by crowds of job hunters
Mayor.
any symptoms of fever or atrue since. That is all of twenty years ago,
T. P. DELGADO,
for I had the chills about twelve years before I started to take ' Golden
the president hag caused to he opened
property may institute suit In the
"
Medical
Discovery.'
JAMES MYRON SHIMER,
ii '(
T n
name of the City against the said
Clerk.
at the department of Interior a bureau
H. IlAcuras, Esq.
Dr. Pierce's Pleaeent Pelleta are tor Ilrer Ilia,
owner and other proper parties de- Pastor.
- to which all applicants, must go.
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All information Oldsmobile 105; Orlin Kripp 108.
The annual election of officers will in the afternoon.
Second race, selling, six furlongs,
available will be furnished to the vis- take place.
Dromi
90; Iwalani 100; X Gelico; X
to
call
who
itors
care
called
the
special
has
The Factory
103; Bob Lynch, Balella Eye
on
Signer
off
order that
sale on Studebaker wagons
Ladies, Take Notice!- -In
Mane Hyde 106 Waner
105;
White
ho
next Tuesday so if you are interested,
Meddling Hannah 111; Frank G.
act promptly. See advertisement of to the fur coats that were exchanged
Ssuta Fe Hardware and Supply Co. at the inaugural ball the owner wish- - Hogan 113.
Third race, sell.ng one mile and a
Kitty and the Cowboys, a side split- e to say that the coat lost was a
Elks'
Rampant 103; X Bit of For- at
the
It's
western
small
black
with
size
sealette
comedy.
yellow
ting
Judith Page
Discontent,
15;
v
tonight.
lining and had the owner's card case'tune
New Locomotives for New Mexico in it and which card case was return-- ' Virginia Lindsey 10S; Barney Oldfield,
Peden ed to the lady attendant when the Whidden, Sir Angus 110.
Central
Master Mechanic
Fourth race, handicap, six furlongs,
leaves this evening for Chicago to mistake was made. The coat left was
N. of similar color and had the same Allele Ben 93; Arasee 113; Pride of
the
for.
locomotives
new
two
bring
122.
M. C.
How we'll shine Estancia kind of lining and in the pocket was Lismore, Injury 115; Meadow
selling one mile and a
a blue veil.
It is hoped that who Fifth race,
News.
error will return the quarter. X Lithogene 90; X Sugar
A Golden Opportunity to buy strict- ever made the
to the New Mexican Lump 93; Miss Korn 98; The Monk,
nrnmntlv
mat
lv first class decorated
china, cut
Azo, 102; Wolferton 105; Juan 109.
officeglass and silverware at 25 per cent off.
Sixth race, selling, one mile. Rob
Simply to reduce the stock before takert Yanker 91; X Ymir 95; Dudo 100;
OA-D T LJ
C AT
m
ri.Tniro
on
advertisement
See
ing inventory.
,
JUAREZ ON SUNDAY.
page three.
Mulholland 109.
Fred
to
New
Leased
Wire
Mexican)
Special
X Apprentice allowance,
Oyster Supper Next Week The La- (Bv
Juarez, Mex., Jan. 20. First race,dies Aid Society of the Methodist
one-- i
;
three
and
two
old,
year
Church will serve one of their unsur- purse,
English
speaking
X Queen of the Turf,; WANTED-- An
half
furlongs.
passed oyster suppers, with lots of 105; X King Stalwart 108; Patennon girl to do general housework. Apply
other good things to eat next Wednes- 105; Hawthorn 107; Wolfress 105; Mrs. Small Washington avenue.
day afternoon from five to seven
Alamogonlo, and Mrs. X. R. Laughlin.
o'clock. Price, 50 cents.
After bridge had been played thej
The Price of Ambition, something
members and guests sat down to aj
WEATHER FORECAST.
well worth seeing. It's at the Elks'
FRESH CUT
dainty luncheon.
GARDEN
Denver, Colo., Jan. 20. Co- - X tonight.
The Wallace club met this after
AT THE
and
Five Indictments Five indictments!
lorado, tonight
Sunday S
noon at the home of Miss McGibben
not much change in
cases investigated,
out of twenty-thre- e
fair;
Located one Block East from the Old San Miguel Church.
on Palace avenue. Resides the memNew
Mexico,
were reported by the grand jury at Es-temperature.
bers of the club the Misses Hutson,
- $1.25, $1.50 and up per dozen
.tonight and Sunday fair; not V tancia. Among these is one against
Roses,
March, Schiller, Grygla and Laughlin V much change in temperature.
Carlos Brito for larceny.
The jury
.75, 1.00 "$1.25
Carnations,
were present as guests.
- .75 and $1.00
recommended that the Torrance coun- Narcissus,
Distinguished Visitors.
We Never Shut off the steam at ty jail be given a sanitary overhaul- Violets (Sweet), - - - - 50c. a bunch
On the east wall of the reception Goebels.
ing.
room of the Old Palace are hung a
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
WANTED Clean
cotton rag- sPhone Black 12
Baptized at the Catehdral At the
new group of Indian paintings by Ger four cents per pound. New Mexican
2
at
Cathedral yesterday afternoon
ald Cassidy, a well known artist of office.
o'clock, the infant daughter of Mr. j
Denver. The largest canvass, and the
at
a
and
Two Shows
good program
and Mrs. Pedro Ortiz y Pino of Gal-- t
one which immediately attracts atten the Elks' Sunday night.
isteo was baptized by Vicar General!
tion, is a life size figure of a Pueblo
nstructor in Voice, Warren C. Antonio Fourchegu.
Francisco Rael.l
Indian, painted as Taos, which the ar- Wade, 1S1 Paiac.e avenue.
Highest grandfather of the little one stood
tist has named "Que Bueno." In the recommendations.
Isn't a High -- Priced Wagon
sponsor.
belief of the Indian Destiny has set
Budweiser, Fallstaff and Neef Bros
Junior Christian Endeavor Society
tled the fate of the red man, so why bottle beer for sale by Henry Krick to Organize Tomorrow afternoon at
struggle against Fate? It is wonder Phone Red 35.
3:30 o'clock, a Junior Christian EnWhen you consider the quality of;
fully striking in conception and exeSilks, beautiful designs, low priced deavor Society will be considered and
the material, and its splenuia conCasin
Mr.
color.
at Adolf Seligman Dry Goods Com duly organized in the First Presbycution, and faithful
struction,
'
sidy has already retused an offer of pany. See advertisement.
terian church. Every child of the
The prite is very reasonable, and
23d.
thiin anv maker could produce
$o,000 for this picture.
Fractured Two Ribs E. Grandjean congregation between the .ages of 8
same
the
like
a wagon of anything
The "Indian and his Altar," a water was dragged by a runaway team at to 14 is cordially invited to come at
enorm- quality for in anything but
jHg STUDEBAKER FAC- color, shows a typical Navajo in his San Marcial, Socorro county, and sus that hour. Plans will be laid for the
TORY has instructed us to
J future work of the society.
red blanket, standing beside his altar tained a fracture of two ribs.
in the brilliant sunshine.
Antonio Lucero, now Secretary of
withdraw THE SPECIAL
"A Street
Scalded to Death The
Scene in Laguna," is an oil painting, son of John Lorenzo was fatally scald- State, and for many years professor
LOW PRICES we have been
giving a faithful reproduction of ev ed a Gallup with a pot of hot soup, of Spanish in the New Mexico Normal
making for the last week.
ery day life in this Indian village. Be and died an hour after the accident.
These prices will be withUniversity and Las Vegas High
sides these are several wtiter color
The Little Store with the high grade School, would like to organize one or
drawn
sketches of Indians in characteristic stock of groceries.
You all know two classes .n Spanish for the winter,
and
Co.
that
any parties desiring
TUESDAY, JAN. 23.
suggests
poses; one showing the oldest inhab who that is The Winter Grocery
Woman's
Board of
itant of Isleta. Indians are a special
Trade The to take up the work may see him at
2
in. Business Pole, $62.50
ty with Mr. Cassidy ana he is making Woman's Bord of Trade will meet the capitol building, or at the Sisters'
on arte and sold every year.
a particular study of them from a sci next Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. Sanitarium for terms and other particof materiab in
the
purchase
2
in. Standard Farm, 82.00
Only
ulars.
makers
great quantities enables the market
to
7,f tho Studebaker wairon
100.00
3 in. Mountain Farm,
Tonight's Program at the Elks':
"Stayed By the Flag," "Kitty and the H it at the price they do.v.
mere
mi
is
Cash or Easy Payments.
Talk about value, ny
Cowboys," "The Price of Ambition."
in it
wagon made that lias the value
It's good see it.
has.
Studebaker
that the
Stenographer at Chamber of ComIf you like to get your money s
merce Miss L. Hutson has been chobuy a Studebaker.
worth,
C.
sen stenographer for the Santa Fe
Chamber of Commerce and will reWe Sell it and Guarantee it
ceive visitors there in the absence
Flowers
in
Plants
and
Season.
Hardy
of the secretary. The chamber's office in the Old Palace will be open
415 Palace Avenue
Phone. Black 204.
::::
from 8:30 o'clock in the morning to
12 noon and from 1 o'clock to 5 o'clock

entific and historical standpoint.
He and Mrs. Cassidy, vho is a well
known writer of western short stories,
(Continued From
under the pen name of Perlyna Sizer,
rsjj Five.)
and special correspondent of the
E. R. Paul was a visitor at Las
Northern Press Syndicate of New
this week.
Father Julius Hartman has return York, have come to Santa Fe to spend
of
ed from a trip through the Estancia several months for the purpose
painting the ruins and IndiaTs, and
valley.
of inter- D. T. Hoskins. the Las
bank- - writing up the special points
est about here, after which they will
trip overland
the penitentiary board meeting, he make an extended
through New Mexico, Arizona and inbeing a member of the board.
Mrs. S. Spitz entertained the Satur to Old Mexico for the purpose of visday Card Club this afternoon at her iting and studying the, different tribes
home on Palace avenue in honor of o Indians. Mrs. Cassidy is vice presiMrs. Nathan Jaffa. As this was the dent of the National Alliance of Unilast of the social functions at which tarian Women, whose headquarters
Mrs. Jaffa was able to ue present be- are in Boston, with branch societies
fore leaving the city, the club invited in nearly every state, ana In Europe.
Mr. and Mrs. Cassidy were but rea number of guests, all of whom are
ciose friends of the wife of the retir- cently married, and are now at home
Be- ai C02 Galisteo Street.
ing secretary of New Mexico.
sides the members of the club the following were present: Mrs. Howell Er
nest, of Clayton; Mrs. R. J. Palen,
TIE 8110 ROUND OP.
Mrs. J. A. Rolls, Mrs. E. R. Wright of.
SOCIAL

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

Phone No.

L

BAKERY AND MARKET.

GROCERY,

INDJERSOIL

tw

minflmtjint

I
I

GROCERIES.
We have everything, Imparted and Domestic.

BAKERY.

i

The best of Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cookies,
W afers, Macaroons, Buns, Rolls, etc.

MARKET.

We handle nothing but the Best Packing House Goods
Meats, Sausages, etc. We have at all times a good supply of Poultry Hens, Springs, Turkeys and Ducks. In
market.
fact, everything usually carried in a first-class

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No. 4.

CT

C

I

FLOWERS

SPITZ

CLARENDON

1

j

,

eweles?

THE

The "Studebaker

P

a Golden

Opportunity

That lasts only
until Tuesday,

January

If lUii JAnlrTniBHife.

D. S. LOWITZKI
Two Good
Two
One
One

Second-han-

"

"
Second-han-

"
"

d

Saddles and Bridles

d

,

Combination

4

Bookcase

"

Marble Top Cen. Table
One Typewriter Desk,
One Roil Top Desk

One

JAMES

All Go At Bargains
5ANTA
PHONE 56

I

BLACK,

FE,

WAGONS

8

Ranges with Reservoirs
Golden Oak
..
Buffet,

"

I

70,000

d

N. M.

Come in Before It

McCONVERY,

Is Too Late.1,

their

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

1
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CLOTHES FOR MEN

ON TAILOR-MAD- E

AND YOUNG MEN'S WINTER SUITS.
TAILORING

IS A TRADE BY ITSELF.

Our many

Suits taught
experience in the Tailor-Mad- e
us that the best advertisement is the best work. We are
capable of doing the finest kind of tailoring and the more
artistic fitting garment that anybody on earth can build.
We aim to advertise our splendid tailoring in this way, and
so our business grows.

&

$25.00 and $30.00
Suits now for

Si 5.00 l

CLOTHES is well
Our reputation in the TAILOR-MADwe make nothing but the finest workknown to you hat
manship, and when you wear Salmon's Suits you are dressed
to perfection. We will be pleased to show you the hand'
The patterns are new and were never
some woolens.
more attractive.
E

all--t-

$35.00 Suits
Overcoats the Same Price
..

n
&i
H
w
&

A

JJ

MEN AND W0MEN!
Of
IVL If you have a Suit or a Dress
for repairing and cleaning, bring it to the Big Store. Ed.
work. If you think
Syufy is in charge, doing only first-clas- s
anything of your clothes, put them in his hands.

SPPPIAI

MOTIfP

LvIlL lwl

T0

WE WILL MAKE YOU AN UPTODATE DRESS SUIT FOR $37.50
,

J

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

MATKL&M

